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Executive summary
This Fellowship continued the work commenced during the 2015/2016 Strategically
Commissioned Priority Project Student engagement in university decision-making and
governance: Towards a more systemic student voice. That Project showed that there were
already pockets of good practice in Australia working towards creating partnerships with
students in decision-making processes in Australian institutions, but no sector wide approach.
It was clear, however, there was strong interest in the sector in embracing students as
partners in co-creation from the teaching and learning sphere through to university
governance and strategy. The object of the Fellowship was to build on the Project though a
national sector-wide collaboration to develop a framework and a set of principles to facilitate
the embedding of student partnership processes that could be used by all institutions within
the sector. While the initial focus was on universities, it became clear during the Project that
the entire tertiary education sector was interested, and there were many attendees from a
range of institutions at my workshops and my various conference and workshop
presentations.
In advertising for the workshops, I posed the following questions of critical importance for all
Australian higher education institutions, student groups and higher education agencies.


To what extent is the student voice embedded in your institution’s processes and
structures?



What evidence shows that the student voice has made a difference to decisions and
the quality of provision?



How is an active and independent student voice encouraged?



How does your institution demonstrate that it is listening to student voice? Do you
consult students early in decision-making processes? Do you ask them at appropriate
times? Do you give them enough time to respond? Do you incorporate their views
into the decision?



Are student representatives trained, supported and well informed and prepared for
their role. How do they work with other students to ensure the views they put
forward are genuinely representative?

Workshop participants were also provided with a briefing document that explained the
background to the Fellowship and its aims. The briefing document included the discussion
questions to be used in the workshops.
Opportunities
1. What opportunities should universities be providing for students to
participate in decision-making in their institutions?
Communication and Transparency
2.
How should institutions be communicating with students about those
opportunities and outcomes from engagement?
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Student Leadership
3.
How can universities best work with student leaders to develop and
maintain effective student representation?
All student voices
4.
What can universities do to encourage representation of all student
voices?
A national partnership culture
5.
On a national level, what should the sector be doing to further a
partnership culture?
A series of workshops was run across Australia to gather input. Six workshops took place,
hosted by five different institutions. In total, forty-three institutions participated in the
workshops, with around three hundred individual participants taking part. In addition, six
institutions invited me to run workshops and do presentations internally. There were
additional opportunities to gather input from conferences at which the Fellowship program
was presented. Data collected at the workshops were supplemented by an online survey that
provided opportunity for participants to record their responses and add to responses
provided during the workshops. Forty survey responses were received.
Input from the workshops and surveys was used to draft a set of seven principles, which
have been endorsed by stakeholders within the sector.
Principle 1: Building authentic partnerships
Principle 2: Communication – honesty and transparency
Principle 3: Strong student leadership
Principle 4: Training and support – as a partnership
Principle 5: Every student’s voice – diversity and inclusivity
Principle 6: Valuing student voice – recognition of formal and informal engagement
Principle 7: A national presence – for facilitation and support
These principles are known as STEPUP (Students and Tertiary Education Providers
Undertaking Partnership) for quality enhancement. The process of building partnerships
through engaging with the identified principles requires institutions to embrace diversity. The
principles are envisaged as a series of steps that reflect the process of all members of tertiary
institutions stepping up to the challenge of engaging through partnership. The stepwise
application of the principles provides a framework for building successful partnerships.
Developing the principles provided opportunity to gather useful insights on putting the
principles into practice from comments made and stories shared by participants in the
workshops. This information was included with the principles in a document made available
on the Fellowship website (http://studentvoiceaustralia.com/).
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The Fellowship enabled me to continue an Australia-wide program of dissemination which
worked towards the development of a collective recognition and understanding of the ‘what,
why and how’ of student voice in institutions and nationally, and to continue learning from
experiences and insights from abroad.
The Fellowship also provided the opportunity to assemble a Toolkit to assist in embedding
student partnership within institutions. The Toolkit brings together insights from institutions
in Australia that are already partnering with their students in decision-making processes. In
places the toolkit refers to the good work being done by organisations, such as sparqs, that
are further along the road to student partnership and have developed excellent tools. The
Toolkit is also available on the Fellowship website.
The Fellowship symposium in September 2017 provided an opportunity to present the
principles and framework to the sector. We were fortunate to hear from Cat O’Driscoll,
National Student Engagement Coordinator, National Student Engagement Programme
(NStEP), Ireland, who is working on the development of student partnership there.
Importantly, the symposium included an initiative-sharing session during which institutions
were able to share the work they are already doing in this space. A document providing an
overview of these initiatives is available on the Fellowship website. The symposium ended
with a panel session discussing future steps that need to be taken in developing student
partnership.
Two initiatives that emerged from the symposium and other discussions were a national
student leadership summit and a pilot program similar to the one running in Ireland, in which
tertiary institutions work together in providing a coordinated series of projects aimed at
further embedding student partnership within their operations. Also directly resulting from
the Symposium was an historic agreement between all the national student bodies to work
together to progress matters concerning all students in the sector, including student voice.
The national student leadership summit has yet to be realised in the form proposed in this
Fellowship, although TEQSA and NUS have hosted a form of this event in association with the
TEQSA conference in November 2018. The Student Summit was hosted by the SVA Pilot
Project at UTS in May 2019. Twenty-six institutions across Australia sent their student leaders
and there were 100 attendees.
Throughout the Fellowship I have worked with TEQSA to further student voice within the
higher education sector, and the CEO of TEQSA Anthony McClaran has served as a member
of the Fellowship Advisory Group. In November 2017, TEQSA entered into a Memorandum of
Understanding with NUS, CAPA, CISA and NATSIPSA. The leaders of those groups, together
with the presidents of the Union of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Students, the
Australian Queer Students’ Network and student representatives from the Australian Council
for Private Education and Training, Independent Higher Education Australia and TAFE
Directors Australia now form TEQSA’s Student Expert Advisory Group, which had its first
meeting in May 2018.
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The SVA pilot program commenced in October 2018 and is funded for an initial period of
twelve months. Ten institutions are participating in the collaboration. A Project Manager has
been appointed to assist these institutions with establishing their program projects and to
enhance the national presence of student partnership.
The Fellowship not only precipitated the SVA pilot project but assisted in the preliminary work
involved
in
its
establishment.
The
Student
Voice
Australia
website
(www.studentvoiceaustralia.com), which has been the platform for the Fellowship, has now
been reworked with the SVA pilot as its focus. The valuable material and resources generated
during the Fellowship remain accessible on that site. At the end of 2019, the Student Voice
Australia Pilot Project received such a positive Evaluation (http://studentvoiceaustralia.com/reports/)
that eleven institutions have put themselves forward to participate in Student Voice Australia Phase
Two.

All of the above outcomes show that the Australian higher education sector has taken the
challenge of student partnership on board and is actively working to employ the principles
and framework and other outputs from this Fellowship and utilise them in embedding student
partnership in all facets of institution life.
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A national collaboration
The 2015-16 Strategically Commissioned Priority Project Student engagement in university decisionmaking and governance: Towards a more systemic student voice investigated the then-current
position of student engagement in the Australian sector. Surveys, focus groups, interviews and
dissemination activities revealed partnership initiatives that were being introduced in Australian
institutions, strong interest in the sector and a will to embrace students as partners in co-creation
from the teaching and learning sphere through to university governance and strategy. There was a
clear appetite for the work that was undertaken through this Fellowship. The object of the Fellowship
was to build on the Project though a national sector-wide collaboration to develop a Framework and
a set of principles to facilitate the embedding of student partnership processes. The intentions of the
Fellowship were advertised to the sector (Appendices E and F).
The activities undertaken during this Fellowship were:
1.

a series of workshops in which there was participation from 43 organisations and around
300 higher education staff, student leaders and students’ associations and agency
representatives (Appendices G–L);

2. input from workshop groups at a range of conferences with a wide diversity of participants;
and
3. presentations at conferences conducted as conversations with groups of students, and
presentations to specific groups within universities – for example, Academic Boards, and
Learning and Teaching groups. These all involved significant audience interaction and
discussion (see Appendices T–V for examples).
The outcome of this sector-wide input has been developed into a series of principles. These principles
articulate both the will and the means for the Australian higher education sector to move forward to
embrace student voice in decision-making and governance in institutions and to develop a culture of
student partnership in the sector generally.
The principles are intended to support an expectation of institutional development of a strategy of
student engagement across the broad spectrum of an institution’s operations, from learning and
teaching to direction and strategy. They are presented as a separate document at Appendix S.
The principles and framework provide aspiration and guidance for institutions. Consequently, they are
presented in a format providing stepped levels of detail and accompanied by ideas for facilitation
which emerged from wide collaboration input.
It is important to recognise the diversity of the Australian sector and its students and for any principles
to be sufficiently broad to enable facilitation of student partnership processes by institutions in ways
which suit their particular characteristics.
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A potential name and logo for ongoing national activity in this space has been imagined as
part of the fellowship activities:

Figure 1: proposed name and logo
The proposed logo reflects the process of building partnerships through engaging with the
identified principles while embracing diversity. The steps reflect the process of all members
of tertiary institutions stepping up to the challenge of engaging through partnership. The
stepwise principles depicted below constitute a framework for building successful
partnerships.
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Figure 2: stepwise principles – a framework for building successful partnerships

The Principles (short form)
Principle 1: Building authentic partnerships
Tertiary education institutions, staff and students should work together as partners at all
levels of decision-making and governance for the enhancement of quality of learning and
teaching, the student experience and outcomes for students. Institutions should create and
promote a culture of partnership which is supported by all members of the institution’s
community.

Principle 2: Communication – honesty and transparency
Transparency and honesty on the part of institutions, staff and students are essential to
building trust. An open and trustful relationship is necessary to encourage all members of the
institution to work together.
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Principle 3: Strong student leadership
Strong student leadership plays a critical role in developing partnership nationally and within
institutions. Student leaders play key roles in providing professional representation of student
interests. Effective knowledge management, transfer and handover between outgoing and
incoming leaders is crucial.

Principle 4: Training and support – as a partnership
Appropriate training and support is vital to enabling students to participate professionally and
effectively in decision making and governance. This function is a joint responsibility of both
staff and students and requires appropriate resourcing. Support should also be available to
staff to assist their partnership with students.

Principle 5: Every student’s voice – diversity and inclusivity
Systems for engagement should provide opportunities for every student to present views on
issues that affect them. It is important that institutions consider processes for incorporating
the voice of underrepresented student groups in the diverse Australian sector.

Principle 6: Valuing student voice- recognition of formal and
informal engagement
All forms of engagement and representation should be valued. The difference students make
to institutional decision-making and governance, the quality of learning and teaching and the
student experience and outcomes should be clear. Institutions should consider coherent
schemes for recognition of student engagement.

Principle 7: A National Presence- for facilitation and support
A national presence supported by the sector is needed to sustain and strengthen the culture
of partnership to support and build capacity in tertiary institutions, staff and students.

The Principles (long form)
Principle 1: Building authentic partnerships
Tertiary education institutions, staff and students should work together as partners at all
levels of decision-making and governance for the enhancement of quality of learning and
teaching, the student experience and outcomes for students. Institutions should create and
promote a culture of partnership which is supported by all members of the institution’s
community.
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1.1

A clear understanding of ‘partnership’ is essential. It is a process of student
engagement which has at its core staff and students working together in all aspects of
an institution’s operations, to foster enhancement of student learning and teaching,
and the student experience. It requires:





the engagement of students in all areas both formally and informally from
the beginning of their tertiary education careers
staff and student organisations working together to make opportunities for
engagement clear to all students
the involvement of students in defining where and how student voice is
articulated
institutions working with students from the beginning of a decision-making
process, to identify issues and to reach decisions on solutions, strategy and
direction.

Principle 2: Communication – honesty and transparency
Transparency and honesty on the part of institutions, staff and students are essential to
building trust. An open and trustful relationship is necessary to encourage all members of the
institution to work together.
2.1

Institutions should work with students to determine the most effective means of
communicating with different cohorts of students in changing technological and
physical environments. It would be beneficial for senior managers to come to where
the students are regularly, so that they can engage directly with different student
cohorts.

2.2

Students need to be provided with access to all information and data required to
enable them to effectively participate in decision-making and governance activities.

2.3

It is important that students can see that their voice counts. Transparency around how
decisions are made is a key element of effective partnership. This also requires
communication with students regarding the outcomes of their input and their
engagement in working together.

2.4

Success stories of situations in which the institution and students have worked
together on resolution of issues should be shared.

Principle 3: Strong student leadership
Strong student leadership plays a critical role in developing partnership nationally and within
institutions. Student leaders play key roles in providing professional representation of student
interests. Effective knowledge management, transfer and handover between outgoing and
incoming leaders is crucial.
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3.1

Institutions are encouraged to recognise and acknowledge the student voice as
mature and professional which with appropriate training and support is equal to the
task of contributing respectfully and responsibly to institutional decision-making and
governance.

3.2

Student leaders and representatives need to commit to supporting knowledge
management and participate in knowledge transfer to incoming representatives.

3.3

Having processes which ensure that student leaders and representatives do not all
change at the one time provides an opportunity to secure knowledge within the
leadership and representative group.

Principle 4: Training and support – as a partnership
Appropriate training and support is vital to enabling students to participate professionally and
effectively in decision-making and governance. This function is a joint responsibility of both
staff and students and requires appropriate resourcing. Support should also be available to
staff in assist their partnership with students.
4.1

A course/year or subject representative system (or equivalent) is an important means
of laying the foundation for partnership by helping to build expertise and confidence
across a wide base of students.

4.2

Mentoring by senior executives and existing student representatives is recommended.

4.3

Institution staff and student bodies working together on training and support is a
partnership function as well as helping to build a partnership ethos. Staff and students
should together develop a system whereby student bodies are provided with
resources to enable them to perform this function effectively and efficiently.

4.4

Student leaders and representatives within an institution form a group which requires
cohesion and oversight in terms of training and support. This includes leaders of
student bodies such as student association/union and guild executives, students on
representative councils and student representatives on faculty and
university/institution boards and committees and other institution bodies.

4.5

Because student bodies typically have transient officers, it is desirable for their offices
to have professional support to assist transition and knowledge transfer from year to
year.

Principle 5: Every student’s voice – diversity and inclusivity
Systems for engagement should provide opportunities for every student to present views on
issues that affect them. It is important that institutions consider processes for incorporating
the voice of underrepresented student groups in the diverse Australian sector.
5.1

Institutions need to recognise the difference between representing and being
representative. It is important to support opportunity for all students to be heard and
their views to be promoted by their representatives.
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5.2

Student representatives should see their role as to gather opinion so that they can
fairly stand in the stead of all students in decision-making processes.

5.3

Student representatives should not be perceived as representing certain groups.
Student cohorts are heterogeneous and different groups within the student body may
well hold different views for many issues. The role of student representatives is to
represent their fellow students to the extent the impact of the issue under
consideration is likely to have on the student community. This should include the
impact the issue may have on specific groups.

Principle 6: Valuing student voice – recognition of formal and
informal engagement
All forms of engagement and representation should be valued. The difference students make
to institutional decision-making and governance, the quality of learning and teaching and the
student experience and outcomes should be clear. Institutions should consider coherent
schemes for recognition of student engagement.
6.1

The considerable time that students invest in representative activities should be
formally and tangibly recognised.

6.2

Students value having their efforts recognised and the best way is the reporting and
celebration of the outcomes produced through student partnerships.

Principle 7: A national presence – for facilitation and support
A national presence supported by the sector is needed to sustain and strengthen the culture
of partnership to support and build capacity in tertiary institutions, staff and students.
7.1

Functions of the national presence could include:
development of policy and national processes to support the development of
partnership;
a website that can be used to share information, good practice and resources and to
support collaboration;
a national conference engaging students and institutions to promote best practice
sharing and problem-solving; and
national support for training.

7.2

National education sector awards for celebrating student partnership achievements
would assist in demonstrating sector-wide commitment to student partnership.
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Putting the principles into practice – tips and
observations
The points below have been developed from input from the wide range of members of the
tertiary sector who attended the collaborative workshops, presentations and workshops at
conferences and other events, including by invitation at specific universities. These are also
presented in Appendix S.

Principle 1: Building authentic partnerships
Tertiary education institutions, staff and students should work together as partners at all
levels of decision-making and governance for the enhancement of quality of learning and
teaching, the student experience and outcomes for students. Institutions should create and
promote a culture of partnership which is supported by all members of the institution’s
community.
1.1

At the heart of student partnership is a commitment of all members of the
institutional community working together or co-creating at all levels of the institution
in a spirit of cooperation and mutual respect, where the voice of students is valued
and opportunities for student input are promoted to and understood by all students.
‘Universities are the students and the students are the university.’ (University PVC)

1.2

It needs to be recognised as a relationship in which all involved are actively engaged
and stand to gain from the process of working together. It is to be distinguished from
listening to or consulting with students. It can include all levels of an Institution’s
operations, from learning and teaching to strategy, direction and governance.

1.3

Partnership means all parties working together from the outset through ideas and
towards solutions. Involving students from the beginning of decision-making, in the
identification of issues and ideas and working together towards outcomes, is
recognised as important. The inclusion of students in all projects, or co-creation, from
the start of the idea is strongly recommended.
‘Ask students what is their lived experience at the uni? What is working?
What challenges are they experiencing?’ (University academic)

1.4

Some institutions are engaging with students in project-based partnerships which
provide opportunity for all to work together in identifying problems, needs or
opportunities and working together on solutions.

1.5

The institution needs to report the outcomes of student partnership back to all
stakeholders.

1.6

It is important that students actively embrace partnership opportunities and commit
to promoting sustainable student representation through supporting effective
knowledge management and transfer between representatives.
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1.7

While there is a place for politics in student representation, student partnership
requires a professional approach that transcends differing political ideologies and
promotes the recognition of the needs and interests of different student cohorts.

1.8

Australia’s tertiary sector is characterised by diversity. In considering representation it
is important to recognise that student cohorts are wide-ranging, from traditional fulltime undergraduate school leavers through to mature-age part-time, postgraduate,
online, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander, and international students. Institutions
need to develop effective and appropriate processes with this diversity in mind.

1.9

Just as student cohorts are diverse, so are Australia’s higher and further education
institutions. This means that principles of student partnership need to be sufficiently
flexible to accommodate differences and robust enough to embrace the needs of
diverse stakeholders. At the same time, there is a need to leverage the expertise held
by the stakeholder groups within institutions.

1.10 Staff encompasses academic, professional and management groups as well as many
other support roles. Support and management roles include direct functions of
student engagement.
1.11 The divide between student and staff is blurred, with many staff engaging in further
studies and students engaging in part-time or casual work within institutions. Student
cohorts are transient and student representatives change regularly. Whatever their
role or position, all are members of the institution and have valuable perspectives to
offer.
1.12 Engagement between academics and students across the institution, beginning with a
system for course/class or year representation, encourages ongoing dialogue towards
course enhancement. It also enables the professional development of a wide range
and number of students for taking representative positions on faculty and institutional
bodies. Several institutions have initiated such systems, together with forming
staff/student liaison bodies.
‘[P]olicy, practice, procedures, curriculum, built environment, amenities...
procedures in place at topic, course, school, faculty level to give students a
foot in the door in institutional representation.’ (Student engagement officer)
1.13 It would be valuable for institutions to work in partnership with student
representative bodies to carry out an audit to identify what opportunities they provide
for student engagement in decision-making and where there are gaps and challenges
that need to be addressed.
1.14 Institutions are encouraged to develop a student partnership agreement with their
students.
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Principle 2: Communication – honesty and transparency
Transparency and honesty on the part of institutions, staff and students are essential to
building trust. An open and trustful relationship is necessary to encourage all members of the
institution to work together.
2.1

Communication is vital at all levels. Ideally this should include communication from
the institution as to the opportunities available for student representation and
partnership, communication during decision-making processes being undertaken at
the institution, and communication of the outcome of these processes, including the
impact of students’ views on the decisions and solutions.
‘Part of the sales pitch before students even choose to come to university. Set
the expectation that this is how we do things. The effect of student
partnership needs to be visible.’ (Learning and Teaching Development officer)

2.2

Increasing the visibility of student leaders and representatives within the institution’s
community is important to assist and encourage all students to become involved,
particularly those who may not normally be interested. Some examples are: the
institution’s senior management introducing student leaders at commencement and
orientation; dedicated spaces for networking accessible to the student community;
student advisory forums targeted to identify issues and involve all in reaching
solutions; having a pool of paid student casual ambassadors and student project
offers; a webpage dedicated to student partnership opportunities; and places online
and on campus to advertise roles and opportunities for further professional
development to work towards leadership positions.
‘Empower student organisations to run campaigns regarding opportunities
for regular students to be involved in decision making opportunities and
empowering student associations to create support structures for student
clubs to engage with opportunities.’ (Student association president)

2.3

Existing resources are useful but there is also a need to investigate how best to
communicate with different student cohorts by asking students what works best for
them. Student leaders, clubs and organisations and existing student networks can
assist greatly in this – for example, for advice on the media students are using,
including online and distance students.
‘Addressing the broader issue of student communication is the first step…
including students in identifying how they like to be communicated with… but
good communication channels need resourcing.’ (University student)

2.4

Websites need to be up to date, comprehensive and user-friendly so information can
be accessed readily.
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Principle 3: Strong student leadership
Strong student leadership plays a critical role in developing partnership nationally and within
institutions. Student leaders play key roles in providing professional representation of student
interests. Effective knowledge management, transfer and handover between outgoing and
incoming leaders is crucial.
‘Celebrate the wins a bit more. There’s a lot going on.’ (Melbourne
participant)
3.1

Mentoring and support can be provided by experienced representatives and
dedicated support officers. These roles can be beneficial in providing continuity
between different cohorts of student leaders.

3.2

Institutional management can also provide valuable mentoring and guidance for
student representatives.

3.3

For student organisations to establish ‘ownership’ as partners with institutions, it is
essential that they implement effective and efficient processes for changeovers,
including knowledge transfer to new officers. Ideally, there should be a permanent
employee within student organisations to oversee this process.
‘Need to position student leadership.’ (Learning and Teaching officer)

Principle 4: Training and support – as a partnership
Appropriate training and support is vital to enabling students to participate professionally and
effectively in decision making and governance. This function is a joint responsibility of both
staff and students and requires appropriate resourcing. Support should also be available to
staff to assist their partnership with students.
4.1

Specific training courses and tools can be used to prepare students for general
representative roles, with the level of complexity developing as roles become more
sophisticated.
‘Course representatives should form the foundation stone of developing
student leaders. Having a system in place that trains and encourages this
student representation widens the pool of student advocates.’ (Student
association president)

4.2

Professional training providers can be used to prepare students for roles such as
directorships.

4.3

Training and support for student representation and leadership nationally and within
institutions should ideally be undertaken as a partnership exercise between the
institution and students.
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‘Need to position student leadership.’ (Learning and Teaching officer)

Principle 5: Every student’s voice – diversity and inclusivity
Systems for engagement should provide opportunities for every student to present views on
issues that affect them. It is important that institutions consider processes for incorporating
the voice of underrepresented student groups in the diverse Australian sector.
5.1

Specific to the differing character and needs of different institutions and student
cohorts, it would be valuable for institutions to develop processes to enable the range
of student representatives to have access to all students so that student input can be
gathered.
‘Develop a process whereby student reps can freely communicate with the
student cohort to obtain feedback and then all allow them to close the loop
and provide feedback back to the students’. (Dean of faculty)

5.2

This access could include the wide publication of issues affecting institutions and
students and where possible engaging students towards solutions and outcomes.

5.3

Representatives need to be supported to enable them to engage with diverse student
cohorts both on and off campus.
‘Go to student activities – meet students, talk to students, make collegial
connections.’ (Student engagement officer)
‘We have to be careful how we use the word “representation” and seek
instead diversity of perspectives. I wanted student voice from different angles,
and I want to just go out to cafes and find their views, and also [I] worked
with student services who are very connected to students’ views.’ (University
lecturer)

Principle 6: Valuing student voice – recognition of formal and
informal engagement
All forms of engagement and representation should be valued. The difference students make
to institutional decision-making and governance, the quality of learning and teaching, and the
student experience and outcomes should be clear. Institutions should consider coherent
schemes for recognition of student engagement.
6.1

Across the sector there is currently a variety of means by which the different forms of
student engagement are recognised in institutions. There is much to be gained from
networking and collaboration between institutions to consider the most appropriate
forms this recognition may take within the different bodies.
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6.2

These means of reward and recognition in individual institutions should be included
within an infrastructure formulated by all members of the institution in partnership.
Where appropriate these may include academic credit, payment, specific awards and
transcript recognition, and internships to recognise student representative activities.

6.3

Opportunities exist to build representative and leadership experiences into specific
units of study.

Principle 7: A national presence – for facilitation and support
A national presence supported by the sector is needed to sustain and strengthen the culture
of partnership to support and build capacity in tertiary institutions, staff and students.
7.1

An effective national presence needs to represent the interests of institutions, student
groups and sector agencies and provide opportunity to coordinate resources needed
to develop partnership throughout the sector.
‘Nationally the sector should affiliate and provide support to a national
student representative body. Universities Australia should provide resources
to the national body and involve them in governance to facilitate a national
partnership between institutions and student unions.’ (Student association
representative)

7.2

Ideally, such a presence should be a partnership between the various sector bodies,
including (but not limited to) the Tertiary Education Quality and Standards Authority
(TEQSA), Australian Skills Quality Authority (ASQA) and state equivalent bodies,
Universities Australia (UA), Department of Education (Cth), National Union of Students
(NUS), Council of Australian Postgraduate Associations (CAPA), Council for
International Students Australia (CISA) and National Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander Association (NATSIPA). Ideally, any such presence would be supported not
only by these bodies but by all Australian institutions.

7.3

This presence would provide a valuable vehicle for the sharing of experiences and best
practice, which are important aspects of facilitating, strengthening and sustaining
partnership.
‘Identify best practice. Create a suite of practical tools to support
partnerships.’ (Melbourne participant)
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Methodology
The principles were formulated from data collected at a series of workshops hosted around
the country. Details of the workshops are summarised in Table 1. Additional discussions were
held at a number of conferences and at the request of interested institutions.
Table 1: Workshop series
Workshop

Host institution

Number of
Institutions
represented

Number of
participants

Launch (targeting

University of Technology
Sydney

25

48

Brisbane

Queensland University of
Technology

6

28

Adelaide

The University of Adelaide

3

29

Melbourne

Royal Melbourne Institute
of Technology

12

35

Perth

Murdoch University

5

27

Sydney

University of Technology
Sydney

8

33

senior management and
student leaders)

The workshop briefing document (Appendix J) was provided to workshop participants in
preparation for the workshops so that they were prepared for the discussion that was to take
place. The workshops commenced with a presentation from Sally Varnham providing context
for the discussion. A sample of the presentation slides is provided as Appendix L. Sample
workshop advertising materials are provided at Appendices F-I and K.
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The workshop discussion was based on the following set of workshop questions.
Workshop questions
Opportunities
1. What opportunities should universities be providing for students to participate in
decision making in their institutions?
Communication and Transparency
2. How should institutions be communicating with students about those opportunities
and outcomes from engagement?
Student Leadership
3. How can universities best work with student leaders to develop and maintain effective
student representation?
All student voices
4. What can universities do to encourage representation of all student voices?
A national partnership culture
5. On a national level what should the sector be doing to further a partnership culture?

Scribes were used at the workshop sessions to capture audience input. Participants and other
interested parties could also lodge online responses using SurveyMonkey. Access to the
Survey (Appendix M) was available both during and after the workshops.
A thematic analysis of the ideas collected at workshops and on SurveyMonkey (Appendix N)
was undertaken.1 Thematic analysis involves unpacking the data and then repacking it in a
way that creates an overview of shared and unique perspectives. Ideas relating to common
issues were grouped together. These groups of ideas were analysed for the key concepts they
contained. These ideas were used to generate the draft principles in three tiers.
During the workshop process, newsletters (Appendices Q and R) were sent out to keep
participants and other interested parties aware of the findings that were emerging. Updates
were also available on the Fellowship website and Facebook pages (Appendices O and P).

1

Boyatzis RE (1998) Transforming qualitative information: Thematic analysis and code development, Thousand
Oaks CA: SAGE Publications
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The draft principles crafted from workshop and survey input were circulated for comment to
all participants as well as senior representatives of tertiary institutions, student bodies and
sector agencies. Feedback from these recipients informed their further development.
The draft framework and principles were presented at the final symposium for the Fellowship.
The principles were displayed around the room with space for participants to add comments.
This display was available throughout the day of the symposium. No comments on the
principles were recorded so the principles were finalised on the basis of input received prior
to the symposium.

Embedding student partnership in the sector
The Fellowship has included and given rise to a number of activities that have assisted, and
will continue to assist, the sector in embedding student partnership in its practices. The
outcomes of the Fellowship are summarised in the brochure provided as Appendix Y.

Symposium and initiative sharing report
On 1 September 2017, a Fellowship symposium Embedding an ethos of student partnership
in Australian university decision-making – the way forward was held at UTS. There were more
than 120 registrants representing forty-four institutions, associations and agencies.
The symposium program included presentation of the principles for student partnership in
university decision-making. Participants also heard from Cat O’Driscoll, National Student
Engagement Coordinator, National Student Engagement Programme, Ireland, regarding the
Irish experience with developing a student engagement program. This was followed by a
‘speed dating’ session during which participants shared initiatives and ideas regarding student
engagement. The initiative sharing booklet is included here as Appendix W. The final session
of the symposium was The way forward panel, comprising:









Karen Treloar – Director TEQSA
Professor Geoffrey Crisp – PVC (Education) UNSW
Sheelagh Matear – Executive Director AQA (NZ)
Cat O’Driscoll – National Student Engagement Coordinator, NStEP, Ireland
Sophie Johnston – President NUS
Peter Derbyshire – President CAPA
Bijay Sapkota – President CISA
Sadie Heckenberg – President NATSIPA

This final session produced some interesting ideas regarding how symposium participants
envisaged further development of student engagement within the sector.
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Toolkit
During the Fellowship a toolkit of ideas, hints and resources that may be of assistance in
embedding student partnership within institutions was created. The Toolkit is included in this
report as Appendix X. The Toolkit brings together insights from institutions in Australia that
are already partnering with their students in decision-making processes. In places the toolkit
refers to the good work being done by organisations such as sparqs that are further along the
road to student partnership and have developed excellent tools. Some of those tools are also
mentioned in the Australian examples included in the Toolkit. The key aspects of student
partnership that feature in the Toolkit include building partnership. Building partnership with
students is a challenge for institutions as it may require a culture shift among at least some
of the institution’s stakeholders. Developing student partnership in an institution takes time.
Time is needed to build trust and common understanding and to address concerns that
stakeholders may have around what student partnership means in practice.

Student leaders’ summit
With assistance from the Fellowship, Sophie Johnston, then President of NUS, attended the
New Zealand student voice summit for student leaders in September 2017 and brought back
ideas for how a similar event could operate in Australia. This summit is held annually as a
collaboration between the New Zealand Academic Quality Agency and the New Zealand
Union of Students’ Associations. It focuses on the professionalism of student leaders and
student representatives in terms of knowledge transfer from current to new officers following
national and university elections. Sophie’s feedback has assisted work with NUS and TEQSA
on developing an Australian national student leaders’ student voice summit.
At present there are a number of national opportunities for Australian student leaders to
come together, but these are typically under the auspices of various national student bodies.
These gatherings are important to furthering the aims of those bodies. Nonetheless, it would
be highly desirable to see an opportunity for student leaders to take part in a forum that
transcends specific agendas. This style of gathering will require some support from
institutions to make it possible for their outgoing and incoming student leaders to attend.
The various national student associations – NUS, CAPA, CISA and NATSIPA – have agreed to
work together to further student partnership. The Summit as proposed creates an
opportunity for the timing of their national meetings to be aligned so that student leaders
can efficiently attend different national engagements. This, in turn, might encourage greater
idea- and resource-sharing and streamline meeting agendas by reducing duplication of
sessions.
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There is plenty of food for thought on how best to set this up. There are already examples of
student summits running at the local level such as the student leadership initiatives running
at Charles Sturt University. At a national level we need to start somewhere, and as we become
more sophisticated the model will be refined (as has been the case in New Zealand).
A clear goal must be to make such a leadership summit available to all student leaders
regardless of what other affiliations they may hold. This means that even if the summit needs
to be hosted by a particular association, it should not be seen as being only for members of
that association.
It must now be noted that the Student Summit was held within the pilot program (below) at
UTS on 21 May 2019.

Pilot program
The development of the pilot program started with a meeting in March 2018. A number of
institutions had indicated their willingness to participate in the pilot program. Leaders of the
national peak student bodies– Mark Pace (NUS), Natasha Abrahams (CAPA), Sadie
Heckenberg (NATSIPA), Bijay Sapkota (CISA) and Ethan Taylor, the founding President of
UATSIS (the newly formed association of undergraduate Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
Students) – also participated.
The pilot program, which involves ten institutions, aims to assist in facilitating the Fellowship
principles across the sector by building on the initiatives already happening in the diverse
range of institutions providing tertiary education in Australia. It takes a lead from NStEP
Ireland and aims to secure the sustainability and progression of student engagement to
student partnership in sector culture and practice. The pilot follows the sentiment of the
symposium, expressed by institution staff and leaders, and students and student leaders
across the sector.
The Student Voice Australia Pilot Program began operation in October 2018 following the
Agreement being concluded between the ten participating institutions and the appointment
of the Project Manager. Considerable work was involved in finalising the agreement and
addressing procedural issues around how the Program would operate. Pursuant to the
Agreement, an Advisory Group and a Steering Group have been formed. The Advisory Group
comprises a representative and a student from each participating institution, together with
the five national student leaders and a representative from TEQSA. The smaller Steering
Group has responsibility for oversight and governance of the Program and comprises three
students and three institution representatives.
The program is hosted within the Faculty of Law at UTS and will operate initially for one year
from 22 October 2018. At the end of 2019 the Student Voice Australia Pilot Project received
such a positive Evaluation (http://studentvoiceaustralia.com/reports/) that eleven
institutions have put themselves forward to participate in Student Voice Australia Phase Two.
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Concluding remarks and recommendations
This Fellowship has progressed the work commenced in the 2015/2016 Strategically
Commissioned Priority Project titled Student Engagement in University Decision-making and
Governance: towards a more systemic student voice to the stage where we now have an
agreed national framework and set of principles, a pilot program in place and moves towards
creating a regular national student leaders’ summit.
National student associations are cooperating more closely than they have in the past to take
advantage of the things they have in common and share their experience and expertise.
Conferences are now regularly featuring students talking about student partnership issues
rather than university staff and management doing all the talking. We have an active web and
social media presence that fosters ongoing discussion and awareness in this space.
More and more students are taking the lead and working cooperatively with their institutions
to create better outcomes for students and institutions alike. There is increasing appreciation
that student cohorts are diverse and the solutions we implement need to suit this diversity.
This is a massive development from the landscape five years ago when I proposed the OLT
project. At that stage there was a sentiment that students were apathetic about decisionmaking and little common understanding of, or appetite for, giving students a stronger voice.
Now, however, institutions are taking up the challenge of working with their students in new
and more sophisticated ways and momentum in this space is gathering.
One constant in this story is that the tertiary education landscape in Australia will continue to
evolve and the ways in which we partner with students will need to continue to adapt to
address changes as they arise. We can be confident, however, that students who have
become accustomed to being welcome participants in decision-making, problem-solving and
future-proofing our tertiary institutions will continue to play an active role in that process as
long as we continue to provide the space and opportunity for them to do so.
Partnership is a process of student engagement which has at its core staff and students
working together in all aspects of an institution’s operations, to foster enhancement of
student learning and teaching, and the student experience. It must be authentic and effective
and recognised as such by all participants.
Figure 3 below illustrates key steps for institutions and student bodies alike in building student
partnership.
Key steps in building student partnership include:
• Reviewing current student engagement practices across the institution
• Creating a student partnership agreement
• Engaging student academic representatives and training and supporting these and all
representatives and student leaders.
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The student
partnership challenge
for every institution
and every student body

Figure 3: The student partnership challenge
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Appendix A:
Certification by Deputy Vice-Chancellor (or equivalent)
I certify that all parts of the final report for this OLT fellowship provide an accurate
representation of the implementation, impact and findings of the project, and that the
report is of publishable quality.

Name:
Professor Shirley Alexander
Deputy Vice-Chancellor and Vice-President (Education and Students)
University of Technology Sydney
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Appendix B: Evaluation Report for Senior Teaching
Fellowship
Creating a national framework for student partnership in university
decision-making and governance
Dr Grace Lynch
Managing Director
Grace Lynch & Associates Pty Ltd
Background
The aim of this fellowship was to build upon the 2015/16 Strategic Commissioned Priority
Project on developing a more systemic student voice in university decision-making and
governance through the collaborative development of a framework and set of principles to
embed student decision-making processes.
The initial strategic commissioned project explored how the student voice had been
championed internationally and used that experience to provide universities with the tools
and knowledge to implement processes to facilitate and embed effective student
participation. It worked towards building inclusive and responsive universities which value
the student voice and enhance the student experience by understanding and meeting
student expectations. The key questions of critical importance that were posed during
workshops/forums included”











To what extent is the student voice embedded in your institution’s processes and
structures?
What evidence shows that student voice has made a difference to decisions and the
quality of provision?
How is an active and independent student voice encouraged?
How does your institution demonstrate that is it listening to student voice?
Are student representatives trained, supported and well informed and prepared for
their role?
What opportunities should universities be providing for students to participate in
decision making?
How should institutions be communicating with students about those opportunities
and outcomes from engagement?
How can universities best work with student leaders to develop and maintain
effective student representation?
What can universities do to encourage representation of all student voices?
On a national level what should the sector be doing to further a partnership culture?
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Evaluation Reflections
Professor Sally Varnham’s fellowship team included Project Manager Ann Cahill (who also
projected managed the strategic commissioned priority project), and an advisory group that
included Anthony McClaran, CEO of TEQSA, Eve Lewis, Head of sparqs, and Professors Sally
Kift (JCU), Karen Nelson (USC), Phil Levy (University of Adelaide), Geoffrey Crisp (UNSW),
Shirley Alexander (UTS), all DVCs and PVCs Education of their institutions, and students Luke
Chapman (UTS) and Sadie Heckenberg (President of NATSIPA).
Professor Varnham and Ann Cahill had clear strategies in place to interact with and gather
feedback from several Australian Universities. In total forty-three institutions were involved
with approximately three hundred individual participants. A key strength of this project was
the strong leadership of the project lead who was highly experienced in student governance
and a dedicated and committed Project Manager, Ann Cahill.
Formative Evaluation Strategies
To determine that the project's aims were achieved, and outcomes delivered, formative and
summative evaluation strategies were undertaken throughout the fellowship. The
independent evaluator was welcomed as a member of the Fellowship Team and Advisory
Group and included in all team communications. The evaluator was provided access to the
team's shared document space and participated in virtual and face to face project meetings,
advisory group meetings.
Project Management
It has well known that effective project management practice incorporates principles that:






Identify project requirements
Establish clear and achievable outcomes
Balance the competing demands for quality, scope, time and cost
Manage the expectations of various stakeholders
Adapt plans to overcome challenges

This project clearly evidenced these project management principles. In particular, the
project was tightly managed with clearly defined outcomes and deliverables, realistic
timelines and flexibility to fine tune and make adjustments to accommodate challenges. A
wide range of stakeholder groups were involved in the project as sources of data including
the advisory group and were provided with extensive opportunities to contribute a strong
voice. The combined experience of the project leader and manager previously working
together was also an obvious asset and strength in their abilities to keep the project
performing on scope, time and to high quality.
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Achievement of Outcomes
This project has successfully interacted with almost 300 individuals. In terms of sector
engagement and reach, 43 institutions were represented in the workshops and another 40
completed surveys. The key findings were the development of 7 principles (STEPUP) that
have been endorsed by stakeholders to promote quality enhancement of building
partnerships through engagement with these principles.
The report also includes tips and strategies for institutions to put the principles into
practice. I believe that this section would be strengthened by having a clear Tool Kit on
implementation and that this will continue development over the next year. Overall the
project has achieved what it set out to accomplish.
Impact
The project team successfully engaged with several different institutions not only in
developing the principles, but also in gathering tips and strategies for implementation. More
in depth impact will not be discoverable until the website and tool kit uptake is analysed.
Summary
The project activities ensured that a large number of stakeholders (students, academics and
university leaders) were not only consulted in developing the findings, but were also
engaged with the critical question of how to increase engagement with students in the
decision-making and governance processes.
This project was a pleasure to work with due to the experience, respect and willingness of
the team to engage with and learn from others. It was a highly competent and well led team
that achieved not only its project outcomes but has also extended impact in a range of areas
and ways. The relationships that have been formed during this project are a key strength
and will be an asset for the endurance of the project work already commenced into the
future.
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Appendix C: Impact Plan
Anticipated changes at:
Fellowship
completion

Six months postcompletion

Twelve months
post-completion

Twenty-four
months postcompletion

(1) Team
members

A framework and
principles to guide
adoption and
embedding of student
engagement in
decision-making in
Australian universities

Published papers

Published papers
Further research and
roles in developing
student engagement

Further research and
roles in developing
student engagement

(2) Immediate
students

Benefitting from wider
adoption and
enhancement of
student engagement
practices

Benefitting from
wider adoption and
enhancement of
student engagement
practices

Improved student
experience,
continuing enhanced
student engagement

Improved student
experience,
continuing enhanced
student engagement

(3) Spreading
the word

Reports
Conference
presentations
Social media
Web
Creation of a student
engagement network

Social media
Web
Published papers
student engagement
network

Social media
Web
Published papers
student engagement
network

Social media
Web
student engagement
network

(4) Narrow
opportunistic
adoption

Attendees at
conferences trying
specific practices
identified as potentially
beneficial in
presentations delivered
by fellow

Attendees at
conferences trying
specific practices
identified as
potentially beneficial
in presentations
delivered by fellow

Enhanced student
engagement
protocols at UTS

Embedded protocols
at UTS

(5) Narrow
systemic
adoption

Championing
institutions trying
specific practices
identified as beneficial

Participating
institutions trying
specific practices
from framework

Enhanced student
engagement
protocols at other
universities
Pilot program

Embedded protocols
at other universities

(6) Broad
opportunistic
adoption

Interaction of adopters
with managers from
other institutions
encouraging broader
adoption

Universities cocreating student
engagement
infrastructure with
students

Universities
embracing student
engagement
infrastructure

Universities
embedding and
improving student
engagement
infrastructure with
students

(7) Broad
systemic
adoption

Sector wide
endorsement of the
framework and
principles leading to
systemic adoption

Sector wide
engagement with the
framework and
principles

Sector wide
development of
infrastructure to
build student
engagement

Agencies embracing
student engagement
and assisting with its
development

Pilot program
Pilot program

Pilot program
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Appendix D: Dissemination list
Conference presentations
1.

Tertiary Education Quality & Standards Agency (TEQSA) (Melbourne, Australia)
November 2016: Building the argument for a more systemic student voice in university
governance and decision-making (with students)
2. National Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Association (NATSIPA) Conference, Griffith
University, Queensland. Invited presentation: Creating a national framework for student
partnership
3. Society for Research in Higher Education (SRHE) (Wales, UK) December 2016: Student
voice in Australian university decision-making: From misrecognition to a systemic model.
Sally Varnham, Katrina Waite, Bronwyn Olliffe, Ann Cahill University of Technology
Sydney, Australia
4. Engaging Students as Partners in Global Learning – Roundtable and Workshop (Hobart,
Australia) January 2017: Creating a national framework for student partnership
(Appendices G and T).
5. Universities Australia (Canberra Australia) March 2017 Invited Presentations on satellite
events day: Creating a national framework for student partnership in university
decision-making and governance: The OLT National Senior Teaching Fellowship (all
three with a different focus with different student groups):
a) Operationalising higher education quality
b) To meeting of Chairs of Academic Boards/Senates and other interested colleagues
(with Lizzie O’Shea, ex-President of UWA Student Guild)
c) Improving student success, hosted by the Learning and Teaching Support
Unit, Australian Government Department of Education and Training (see
Appendices U and V for presentations)
6. Student Partnerships in Quality Scotland (sparqs) Conference (Edinburgh Scotland)
March 2017: Creating a national framework for student partnership in university
decision-making and governance in Australia (Appendix W)
7. Invited Presentation Student Retention Summit, Bayview Eden, Melbourne, 31 May
2017: Creating a culture of student partnership (with students)
8. Invited workshop, University of New South Wales with Teaching and Learning group, 8
June 2017
9. Invited presentation to University of New South Wales Law Faculty Learning and
Teaching Seminar
10. Student Transition, Achievement, Retention & Success (STARS) Annual Conference
(Adelaide Australia) June 2017: Invited workshop: Student partnership in university
decision-making and governance: Establishing a culture – emerging themes
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11. Higher Education Research and Development Society of Australia (HERDSA) Annual
Conference (Sydney Australia), June 2017
a) Organiser ALTF Fellow Pre-conference day
b) Plenary Panel Chair: Students as partners
c) Workshop: Starting a new conversation – towards a national framework for
student partnership in university decision-making (Appendix X)
12. Council for International students Australia (CISA) Annual Conference (Canberra,
Australia) July 2017: Creating a national framework for student partnership in university
decision-making and governance
a) Invited Presentation
b) Invited Workshop
13. Fellowship symposium (Sydney Australia), September 2017: Presentation of STEPUP
Principles and Framework
14. Higher Education Assessment and Review Summit (Melbourne, Australia), September
2017: Sally Varnham and Sophie Johnston, President, National Union of Students
15. Australia and New Zealand Education and Law Association (ANZELA) Annual Conference
(Sydney Australia) 30 September–3 October 2017: Tertiary seminar chaired by Sally
Varnham
16. Association of Tertiary Education Managers, New South Wales, Western Sydney
University, 3 November 2017
17. TEQSA conference (Melbourne Australia) November 2017: Keynote address – Creating a
culture of engagement: Students and tertiary institutions working in partnership
towards enhancement
18. Legal Education Conference, UNSW 5 December 2017
19. Universities Australia Conference ‘Nothing about us without us’ Panellist (Prof Joanne
Wright, DVC E UQ) – by invitation, 28 Feb–1 March 2018
20. Universities Australia Satellite Day) Co-Convenor and Co-Chair Student Wellbeing
Student Leaders’ Session, 2 March 2018
21. Presentation to ICT Deans Forum, UNSW, 5 April 2018 – by invitation
22. Visit and presentation as member of Distinguished Professors Panel, Chinese University
of Policy and Law, Beijing, 13 April 2018 – by invitation
23. Visit and presentation as member of Distinguished Professors Panel, Renmin University,
Beijing, 14 April 2018 – by invitation
24. Keynote Presentation and Workshop, Tertiary Administration Group (TAG) Conference,
Convention Centre, Melbourne, 8 May 2018 – by invitation
25. UTS Legal Research Presentation, 15 May 2018
26. Member Expert Panel, ACEN SA/NT Workshop, Adelaide, 18 May 2018 – by invitation
27. Panellist, Council for International Students of Australia (CISA) Annual Conference,
Cairns, 25–26 June 2018 – by invitation
28. Keynote Presentation, Student Retention and Success Conference, Melbourne, 28 June
2018 – by invitation
29. Presentation with Sheelagh Matear, CEO, Academic Quality Agency (AQA) NZ, STARS
Conference, Auckland, 9 July 2018
30. Panellist, final panel session STARS conference, Auckland, 10 July 2018
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31. Panellist, High Resolves Conference, UTS, 9 August 2018 – by invitation
32. Presentation, ECER Conference, Budapest, 27 August 2018
33. Participation and presentation (with Kate Walsh), sparqs Train the Trainers workshop,
Dundee, Scotland, 31 August 2018
34. Presentation (with Assoc-Prof Sarah O’Shea, UOW) Bolzano, Italy, 6 September 2018
35. Keynote Speaker ISANA 29th International Education Association Conference, Sydney,
4–7 December 2018

Invited presentations and workshops for individual institutions and
organisations
Southern Cross University Academic Board members and others, Gold Coast Campus,
9 March 2018
University of Canberra, March 2017
The Council of Experts on International Education, Department of Education and Training,
Canberra, July 2017
Australian National University, May 2017 (Video presentation to Academic Board)
Federation University, August 2017 (Appendix Y)
Holmesglen Institute, August 2017 (Appendix Y)
University of New England, December 2017
University of Wollongong, December 2017

Articles
Talking student engagement Interview with Sally Varnham, 18 November 2016,
https://www.sparqs.ac.uk/news-detail.php?page=569
Professor works to build student influence in uni governance, Campus Review,
13 February 2017 https://www.campusreview.com.au › News
Featured Fellow | Sally Varnham, ALTF, 29th March 2017
http://altf.org/2017/03/29/sally-varnham/

Fellowship documents
Produced and on website (www.studentvoiceaustralia.com):
i)
ii)
iii)

STEPUP for Quality Enhancement Principles and Framework
Student Engagement Processes Toolkit
Sharing Initiatives Session
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Establishment of Student Voice Pilot Project
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

Meeting of 10 participant institutions, UTS, 22 March 2018
Creation and negotiation of agreement
Forming Selection Panel for Project Officer, shortlisting and arranging interview
Concluding Student Voice Pilot Project Agreement and Employment Contract and
arranging for commencement of Project Officer on 22 October

Blogs
(All available at https://www.uts.edu.au/partners-and-community/initiatives/student-voiceuniversity-decision-making/starting-new/sallys)
Learning and teaching: a key area in which students are being engaged as partners, 9 February 2017
Authentic student engagement in university decision-making, 14 February 2017
Training and Support for Student Representatives, 22 February 2017
Will student partnership in governance improve the bottom line for universities?, 28 February 2017
Taking opportunity to hear what students think, 8 March 2017
Celebrating student engagement, 15 March 2017
An agency supporting the sector, 22 March 2017
Sparqs conference 2017, 29 March 2017
Student Partnership Agreements, 4 April 2017
Sector development of student partnership principles in Ireland, 10 April 2017
From ‘You said, and we listened’ to true partnership, 17 April 2017
Sector-wide collaboration, 24 April 2017
Launch workshop, 1 May 2017
Embracing student partnership, 8 May 2017
Student partnership is an ethos not an activity, 15 May 2017
Sustaining partnership, 22 May 2017
Let’s ask the students: higher education policy, 29 May 2017
Student representation, 5 June 2017
Training and support for student representatives, 12 June 2017
A national body supporting local and national student associations, 19 June 2017
Workshop program draws to an end, 26 June 2017
Embedding an ethos of student partnership in Australian university decision-making: the way
forward, 3 July 2017
Conferences promoting student partnership, 10 July 2017
Opportunities to share experiences and expertise, 17 July 2017
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The power of auditing existing activities, 24 July 2017
The way forward to safe campuses – let’s ask the students!, 31 July 2017
Working with student voice, 7 August 2017
Engaging with partnership activities across the sector, 14 August 2017
Flexibility is critical, 21 August 2017
Symposium this Friday 1 September 2017, 28 August 2017
What participants had to say at my Fellowship symposium, 4 September 2017
STEPUP for quality enhancement, 22 September 2017
Walking the talk, 16 October 2017
Reflections on Australian universities and embedding student partnership, 24 October 2017
The fate lies with funding, 30 October 2017
Architects of their experience – what the report found and what it means for us – Student Academic
Representative systems (SARs), 6 November 2017
Should institutions review their student engagement?, 13 November 2017
Toolkit, 20 November 2017
Creating a student partnership agreement, 27 November 2017
SAR toolkit, 4 December 2017
Training and supporting student representatives, 11 December 2017
Student leaders’ student voice summit, 18 December 2017
Agreement entered into by national student associations, 19 December 2017
Year end, 19 December 2017
Student initiatives, New Year thoughts, 8 January 2018
First steps towards a student voice Australian pilot program, 23 March 2018
Watching the Irish pilot program progress, 23 April 2018
Conferences about students without students – no longer, 1 May 2018
Changes to the UK national code – fixing what’s not broken, 9 May 2018
Student voice highlighted in print, 22 May 2018
WISE Wales, 4 June 2018
Engaging student voice in strategic planning – a shout-out for UTS, 2 July 2018
Student voice pilot project up and running 22 October 2018, 8 October 2018
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Appendix E: Introductory flyer
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Appendix F: Explanatory insert for workshop flyers
Starting a new conversation – towards a national framework

 To what extent is the student voice embedded in your institution’s processes and
structures?
 What evidence shows that the student voice has made a difference to decisions and the
quality of provision?
 How is an active and independent student voice encouraged?
 How does your institution demonstrate that it is listening to student voice? Do you consult
students early in decision-making processes? Do you ask them at appropriate times? Do
you give them enough time to respond? Do you incorporate their views into the decision?
 Are student representatives trained, supported and well informed and prepared for their
role. How do they work with other students to ensure the views they put forward are
genuinely representative?
The answers to these questions are of critical importance for all Australian higher education
institutions, student groups and higher education agencies. Australian universities operate in
uncertain times where it is imperative to keep the interests of students, course quality and the
student experience uppermost.
OLT-funded research led by Professor Sally Varnham (UTS) into student engagement in university
decision-making and governance (2015-2016) has shown that in comparative sectors the systemic
participation of students in decision-making and governance in universities is developing strongly.
There is now evidence of positive outcomes for universities in partnering with students in decisionmaking processes. Student engagement opportunities exist in Australian universities and many have
introduced partnership initiatives. However, representation is not embedded through all layers of
decision-making and the extent of representation varies greatly between institutions.
Effective student engagement requires more than inclusion of student representatives on
committees and asking students what they think after plans have been formulated. Evidence from
abroad shows that there are a number of factors that contribute to successful student engagement:
1. Effective and valued student leadership in partnership with universities:
Strong student leadership at all levels is shown to be pivotal with a strong focus on partnership of
student associations and student leaders with the university.
2. A developmental approach to student representation from course/ subject level
through to high level institutional bodies
The importance of development of student representative capability from the early years of
students’ programs emerged universally as an important driver.
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3. Resources for training and support of student representatives
Training and support is essential and may involve student trainers. Training can be a partnership
enterprise between universities and student associations.
4. Processes for the engagement of students in curricular design, and involvement in a
continual process of enhancement of courses and their university experience.
Student engagement within the classroom context is clearly integral as an important path to the
development of a culture of student partnership.
5. Capturing every students’ voice – engaging underrepresented student groups to
ensure engagement of the whole student cohort
A big challenge lies in capturing the voices of all student cohorts – international, indigenous, distance
students, full-time and part-time, undergraduate and postgraduate – and there is a need for sectorwide collaboration to share ideas.
6. Considering the provision of meaningful incentives for student engagement
The development of appropriate financial and nonfinancial support for student representation needs
consideration.
7. National Entities Supporting Student Engagement
In the comparative sectors studied, a key role is played by strong national entities which support
student engagement. They have permanent staff to assist with research agendas, with training and
support and in the case of elected student organisations they provided knowledge transfer, essential
with a transient student body.
There is a need for a common understanding towards creating effective student representation or
engagement at all levels of university operations in a diverse sector. Low levels of student
engagement in university governance and decision-making is often attributed to student apathy but
behaviour which may appear to indicate ‘apathy’ may be better accounted for by the relatively low
level of systemic support for student engagement.
These research findings are being progressed by an Australian Learning and Teaching Senior National
Teaching Fellowship awarded to Professor Sally Varnham for 2016/2017. The fellowship is pursuing
sector-wide collaboration to develop an agreed set of principles, a framework for student
engagement and ultimately toolkits to assist universities in the implementation of these principles.
Innovations underway in many Australian universities show a readiness in the sector to embrace
principles of student partnership. Fellowship workshops in major centres are being run to capture
input from all stakeholders into shaping these agreed principles and Framework. It is hoped that the
sharing of knowledge, experiences and insights will help to facilitate processes to better capture
student voice within Australian institutions.
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Appendix G: Hobart roundtable flyer
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Starting a new conversation – towards a national framework

The answers to these questions are of critical importance for all Australian higher education
institutions, student groups and higher education agencies. Australian universities operate in
uncertain times where it is imperative to keep the interests of students, course quality and the
student experience uppermost.
OLT-funded research led by Professor Sally Varnham (UTS) into student engagement in university
decision-making and governance (2015-2016) has shown that in comparative sectors the systemic
participation of students in decision-making and governance in universities is developing strongly.
There is now evidence of positive outcomes for universities in partnering with students in decisionmaking processes. Student engagement opportunities exist in Australian universities and many have
introduced partnership initiatives. However, representation is not embedded through all layers of
decision-making and the extent of representation varies greatly between institutions.
‘Student partnership is an ethos not an activity’
Effective student engagement requires more than inclusion of student representatives on
committees and asking students what they think after plans have been formulated.

A model of student engagement
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Communication – of representative opportunities, and of outcomes from
student input.
Effective, valued and supported student leadership in partnership with
universities.
A developmental approach to student representation from course subject
level through to high level institutional bodies.
Resources for training and support of student representatives.
Policies and practices for the engagement of students in a continual process of
enhancement of courses and their university experience.
Capturing every students’ voice – engaging underrepresented student groups
to ensure engagement of the whole student cohort.
Appropriate financial and nonfinancial support and incentives for student
representation
Strong sector supported national agencies are key to developing systems on a
sector-wide basis.
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Appendix H: Workshop invitation information sheet
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Appendix I: Sample workshop invitation
CREATING A NATIONAL FRAMEWORK FOR STUDENT PARTNERSHIP IN
UNIVERSITY DECISION-MAKING AND GOVERNANCE

NATIONAL COLLABORATION 2017
SYDNEY, MELBOURNE, BRISBANE, ADELAIDE, PERTH
National Senior Teaching Fellow, Professor Sally Varnham (UTS) is undertaking a sector-wide
collaboration to develop an agreed set of principles, a framework for student engagement in
university decision-making and toolkits to assist universities in the implementation of these
principles. Fellowship workshops are being held in major centres to capture input from all
stakeholders into shaping the agreed principles and Framework.
The Adelaide workshop will be held on Wednesday 24 May 2017 from 1:00pm to 3.00pm.
Location: Level 7 Ingkarni Wardli, North Terrace campus, University of Adelaide (see attached
map which can be accessed at https://www.adelaide.edu.au/campuses/north-terrace/ )
Please bring a charged personal device so you can upload comments. Power sockets are not
available in the venue. Afternoon tea will be provided.
Further information is attached.

RSVP: Ann Cahill at Ann.Cahill@studentvoice.uts.edu.au by 15 May 2017

Support for this activity has been provided by the Australian Government Department of
Education and Training. The views expressed in this activity do not necessarily reflect the
views of the Australian Government Department of Education and Training
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Appendix J: Workshop briefing document
Creating a National Framework for Student Partnership in
University Decision-making and Governance

Workshop briefing document

Support for this activity has been provided by the Australian Government Department of
Education and Training. The views expressed in this activity do not necessarily reflect the
views of the Australian Government Department of Education and Training
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Purpose
This briefing document relates to workshops being run as a part of Sally Varnham’s National
Senior Teaching fellowship entitled: Creating a National Framework for Student Partnership
in University Decision-making and Governance.
It is provided to workshop participants to assist them with preparing for the workshop.
It follows the questions below which were posed earlier in order to generate thinking about
practices in individual institutions:



To what extent is the student voice embedded in your
institution’s processes and structures?



What evidence shows that the student voice has made a
difference to decisions and the quality of provision?



How is an active and independent student voice encouraged?



How does your institution demonstrate that it is listening to
student voice? Do you consult students early in decisionmaking processes? Do you ask them at appropriate times? Do
you give them enough time to respond? Do you incorporate
their views into the decision?



Are student representatives trained, supported and well
informed and prepared for their role. How do they work with
other students to ensure the views they put forward are
genuinely representative?

These questions were designed to assist university stakeholders to think about how they are
currently engaging with students in decision-making. They are an important starting point.
Now we are embarking on a national collaboration which requires wider input towards the
creation of agreed principles and a national framework for student engagement. To achieve
that outcome, the focus moves to a more general consideration of the aspects of student
engagement in university decision-making which are core to creating effective, sustainable
and authentic student voice.
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This work is underpinned by the elements of student engagement as
identified by the Student Engagement Framework for Scotland:
1. students feeling part of a supportive institution
2. students engaging in their own learning
3. students working with their institution in shaping the direction of learning
4. formal mechanisms for quality and governance
5. influencing the student experience at national level.

The Workshop will focus on the following questions:
Opportunities
1. What opportunities should universities be providing for students to participate in
decision-making in their institutions?
Communication and Transparency
2. How should institutions be communicating with students about those opportunities
and outcomes from engagement?
Student Leadership
3. How can universities best work with student leaders to develop and maintain
effective student representation?
All student voices
4. What can universities do to encourage representation of all student voices?
A national partnership culture
5. On a national level what should the sector be doing to further a partnership culture?

Background to the Fellowship
The Office for Learning and Teaching (OLT) Strategic Priority Commissioned Project: Student
engagement in university decision-making and governance – towards a more systemically
inclusive student voice preceded the fellowship and informed the Fellowship proposal.
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To assist participants in considering the workshop questions this briefing document
contains:


A: Precis of the key findings distilled from the international and Australian research
carried out in the OLT project; and



B: More detailed summary of that research.

A: Key Findings of OLT project
1. Effective and valued student leadership in partnership with universities
Strong student leadership at all levels is shown to be pivotal with a strong focus on
partnership of student associations and student leaders with the university. The UK
QAA states: ‘It is notable that for an institution to do well in engaging students, it
needs to work in partnership with the representative student body’ (QAA, 2009–2011).
The representative context of student leadership needs clear definition at both a
national level and at most universities. Case studies of two Australian universities
which have a strong commitment to student leadership showed clearly the value in a
collaborative partnership approach and institutional support for its place in the matrix
of student representation at universities. Support for this role could follow through to
national student bodies.
2. A developmental approach to student representation from course/subject level to
high-level institutional bodies
The importance of the development of student representative capability from the
early years of students’ programs emerged universally as an important factor. Case
studies at Australian universities showed that course representatives play a key role in
gathering student opinion and working with academic staff to use this information to
enhance the student experience. This role gives students representative experience
and confidence to propel further into faculty and university bodies.

3. Resources for training and support of student representatives
Training and support is essential and may involve student trainers. The value is well
recognised in UK reports (ELIR 2008–2011, QAA Scotland 2014–15). Importantly,
training can be a partnership enterprise between universities and student
associations. There is also a need for working with university personnel and academics
to develop processes to incorporate the views of student representatives.

4. Processes for the engagement of students in curricula design, and involvement in a
continual process of enhancement of courses and their university experience
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Student engagement in the classroom was not a specific focus of this project but it is
integral to the development of a culture of student partnership. There is an increasing
body of OLT and international research in this area.

5. Capturing every student’s voice – engaging under-represented student groups to
ensure engagement of the whole student cohort
A significant challenge lies in capturing the voices of all student cohorts –
international, Indigenous, distance, full-time and part-time, and undergraduate and
postgraduate – and there is a need for sector-wide collaboration to share ideas to
consistently deliver the best outcomes. The voices of international students are
seldom specifically included within current structures. The need for innovation in this
area is particularly important to maintaining international competitiveness by showing
that the Australian sector is seen as responsive to and inclusive of the views of these
students.

6. Considering the provision of meaningful incentives for student engagement
The development of appropriate financial and non-financial support for student
representation needs consideration. Research indicates that the low level of diversity
among student representatives may be related to financial issues such as the need to
engage in paid work to support study. It is necessary also to examine a range of
possibilities for educational recognition which may be seen to aid employability.
7. National entities supporting student engagement
In the comparative sectors a key role is played by strong national entities which
support student engagement. They have permanent staff to assist with research
agendas, training and support. In the case of elected student organisations, they
provide the knowledge transfer which is essential with a transient student body. These
agencies work either through sector support for the national student organisation, for
example, NZUSA or ENQA and ESU, or as a separate body set up as a collaboration
between sector bodies, for example, sparqs (set up in 2003) and TSEP (created in
2012). The latter are collaborations between the National Union of Students (NUS),
the Quality Assurance Agency (QAA), the Higher Education Funding Council (HEFCE),
the Higher Education Academy (HEA) and the Guild of Higher Education. Their work
illustrates the value of a sector-supported coordinated agency or collaboration
underpinning a policy commitment to student partnership.

B: A more detailed summary of the international and Australian research
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International research findings
The first stage of the OLT project looked at the current state of student engagement in the
UK, Europe and New Zealand through a review of relevant reports and interviews with
stakeholders. This work found that in the UK, Europe and New Zealand, policy and practice
in the higher education sector is working towards embedding a culture of student
partnership.

1. Reports Reviewed


The UK

The QAA-commissioned review by the University of Bath accompanied by a Good Practice
Guide for Higher Education Providers and Student Unions concluded that student
engagement has brought about a variety of changes in institutions. Institutions and
students’ unions reported that the most common changes were related to the areas of
policy, practice and procedures; feedback; curriculum; assessment; and resources. There
was necessarily a huge range and differentiation between institutions in the types and
extent of engagement. The Student Engagement Partnership (TSEP) was established. This
created The Principles of Student Engagement: The student engagement conversation
2014 which followed the expectation and indicators for student partnership in universities
created by Chapter B5 of the Quality Code for Higher Education, By matching the
indicators in Chapter B5, the Principles aimed to gather and disseminate good student
engagement practice and share the creation of a partnership culture. The value this adds
to individuals, institutions and the sector, and the challenges it poses, were emphasised.
The GuildHE, in collaboration with TSEP, produced Making Student Engagement a Reality:
Turning Theory into Practice, which sets out 12 case studies demonstrating that ‘student
engagement has the potential to have a powerful and lasting impact on the student
experience’. Engagement through partnerships: students as partners in learning and
teaching in higher education (2014) sets out the context and case for partnership in
learning and teaching, focusing particularly on the role of student associations. It
addresses the tensions spawned by a model of working together often guided by different
priorities:
Creating an ethos of partnership that permeates the whole culture of an institution requires
confronting the significant tensions raised and entering into a re-negotiation of the relationship
and underpinning values between a students’ union and its institution. (p. 59)

The UK National Union of Students’ (NUS) Manifesto for Partnership (2012) states that at
its roots partnership is about investing students with the power to co-create not just
knowledge or learning but in the higher education institution itself:
A corollary of a partnership approach is the genuine meaningful dispersal of power … Partnership
means shared responsibility – for identifying the problem or opportunity for improvement, for
devising a solution and – importantly – for co-delivery of that solution. (p. 8)
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Scotland: student partnerships in quality Scotland (sparqs)

Student engagement was one of the five ‘pillars’ of the Quality Enhancement Framework
(2003). The 2013 sparqs report, Celebrating Student Engagement: Successes and
opportunities in Scotland’s university sector is a chronical of the steps to embed student
engagement as a key part of decision-making in institutions and in the sector. It details
success in quality enhancement and improved learning experience for students. The
knowledge and experiences of the Scottish sector are set out in an array of sparqsproduced documents and reports including toolkits dealing with different aspects of
student partnership implementation, for example Guidance on the development and
implementation of a Student Partnership agreement in universities (2013) and Recognition
and accreditation of academic reps – practices and challenges across Scotland’s colleges
and universities (2015). The positive outcomes of student engagement are set out in
reviews undertaken for the Enhancement-led Institution Review (ELIR) process of QAA
Scotland.


New Zealand: New Zealand Union of Students’ Associations (NZUSA) and Ako
Aotearoa (the National Centre for Tertiary Teaching Excellence)

These bodies jointly commissioned research into local student representative systems and
how they contribute to quality enhancement in tertiary institutions (Student Voice in
Tertiary Education Settings: Quality Systems in Practice, 2013). They discovered a vast
range of levels and means of student engagement across diverse institutions, from
informal class representative systems to formal representation on committees and
governance bodies. The research found that:
Where there were examples of true partnership in action, students made a significant contribution
to quality enhancement at the class, faculty and committee level. This worked when students were
perceived and treated as equal partners, the students themselves were well prepared and worked
in a consultative way with other students to ensure that the views they were putting forward were
representative, and when organisations acted on student input and communicated this back to
students. (pp. 4–5)



Europe: European Students Union (ESU)

The European Students Union’s (ESU) No Student Left Out: the do’s and dont’s of student
participation in higher education decision-making (2011) focused on the role of student
organisations, providing an overview through a series of case studies of the development
of student participation in university governance, demonstrating how student bodies can
successfully and inclusively represent students.

2. Interviews with stakeholders in UK, Belgium and New Zealand
Themes
 Building a receptive institutional culture
Overwhelmingly the research put an institutional culture of student partnership as central –
seeing partnership as an ethos rather than an activity. First there must be institutional
process and the creation of policy that recognises as a starting point the importance of the
student voice. For students to gain a sense of ownership in decision-making they must see
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that they are able to make a difference. This is sometimes referred to as ‘closing the
feedback loop’ and entails a demonstration by the university of a commitment to and
respect for the student voice in all that it does. This comes from clearly valuing genuine
student involvement not only on issues that matter to students particularly but by involving
students at the outset in all decisions affecting the university’s learning, and teaching
activities and the educational experience it provides. It involves seeking their ideas for
innovation and change, and ensuring that they are engaged throughout the process (rather
than being ‘consulted’ at the end).
Communication is essential. Building a culture of partnership in an institution requires that
students have timely access to relevant information from their first contact with the
institution – opportunities for representation, information surrounding the issues and
outcomes from their input. An ethos or philosophy is hard to measure but if a partnership
approach is genuine and successful it should be visible in how institutions work with
students and the results of that work.


Strong, supported and effective student leadership

Strong student leadership within universities and nationally, and a strong independent
student union, is at the core of partnership and a strong student voice. The increasing focus
on students’ associations has reportedly led to a shift in the way they see themselves,
moving them towards fulfilling a mature and professional role in partnership with their
university.
While recognising that there may be tensions between the historically political nature of
student organisations and their ability to work together with the university towards
common ends, the feedback was that the role of the student organisations need not be
compromised. In many cases the students’ unions partnered with the university to assist in
the nomination and election of student representatives, programs for the training and
briefing of students, and supporting student representatives. At one university, the union
provided a ‘student coach’ who was part of the focus group. In all the sectors researched
the national student union was pivotal in furthering the cause of the student voice and
promoting a democratic vision of partnership.
Because of the transient nature of leaders in student organisations, it was seen as crucial
that there was a permanent position in the association within institutions and at the
national level, for continuity and knowledge transfer and this was common. This lends
strength to the association’s ability to take a leading role in student representation across
the university or sector. In some sectors there was an ex-student known as a sabbatical
officer who was in this position.


Capturing every student’s voice

The importance of, and the challenges associated with, engaging every student’s voice was a
universal concern. Increasingly in all sectors there are under-represented minority groups.
All sectors agreed that the challenge lies in ensuring representation which reflects the
attitudes and concerns of the whole student cohort, not just those of the representatives or
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particular causes they support, and there is a need for serious consideration of the means of
working towards this.


Providing training and support

There was universal agreement that proper training and support was crucial to enable
representatives to participate effectively in their roles without compromising their studies
or personal wellbeing. There were some differing views as to who should have the
responsibility for the providing and funding of training programs, mentoring and support for
student representatives. While finances were important, equally important was the need to
ensure autonomy and authenticity of the student voice. Generally, it was seen as a
partnership function between the student associations and the institutions.


Building experience and expertise

Building from the grass roots by providing representative opportunities at the course level
was seen as greatly assisting both in the development of a culture of partnership and
developing expertise in student representatives. In many cases, it was almost seen as a
career path by student representatives who started at course level and moved up through a
faculty to senior institutional governance bodies. This process allowed students to develop
an understanding of what was involved in university management and governance
processes, and to build experience and confidence in representative roles. Student staff
liaison committees were common to many institutions and seen as beneficial in assisting
students to develop skills in what it meant to be a representative – connecting with their
constituencies to gather their views, working through priorities with them, and putting
views forward while differentiating between representation and advocacy.


Providing meaningful incentives for student engagement

There were a variety of ways across institutions and sectors for providing recognition of
student representative roles and rewards for participation. These included payment, formal
recognition in transcripts, academic credit and internships. Voice was not enough – it had to
be accompanied by a demonstration of value and effect for students to feel it was
worthwhile to contribute their time and energy as partners. Personal development and
employability were cited as motivators.


Sector entities which support student partnership

In the sectors studied there were strong relationships between national entities and student
representative bodies. In Scotland, England and New Zealand, sector agencies such as the
UK’s Quality Assurance Agency, and in New Zealand, Ako Aotearoa, have provided funding
for national student association initiatives relating to quality. Students hold positions on
sector entities such as the QAA in the UK and the Academic Quality Agency in New Zealand.
In contrast, in Australia there is no student representation at TEQSA. While there was
student representation within the governance structure of the OLT, with the closure of that
body there is no longer student representation at this level.
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Australian Research
1. Policy
Australian Government strategy is aimed at ensuring the excellence and competitiveness of
Australian universities by enabling the sector to be more ‘adaptive, innovative and engaged,
globally and nationally’ (Australian Government, National Strategy for International
Education, April 2016).
Australian universities all have some formal representative systems which, to varying
degrees, enable students to have input into decision-making and governance. Anecdotal
interaction with leaders in the sector, students and student bodies, and more formal
evidence from project surveys suggests that Australia may be lagging in its commitment to
involving students as partners in their higher education experience.
The Higher Education Standards Framework (Threshold Standards) 2015 (in force January
2017, replacing the initial 2011 version) contains Clause 6.1.4 which is directed at student
engagement in decision-making. It provides:
The governing body takes steps to develop and maintain an institutional environment in which freedom of
intellectual inquiry is upheld and protected, students and staff are treated equitably, the wellbeing of students
and staff is fostered, informed decision-making by students is supported and students have opportunities to
participate in the deliberative and decision-making processes of the higher education provider.

Clause 6.3.3 further provides that ‘Students have the opportunity to participate in academic
governance’.
The Australian student demographic is becoming more varied, with large numbers of
international enrolments, widening participation policies, distance education, and a greater
enrolment of mature and second-degree students from an array of occupations and
backgrounds. There is no longer the ‘homogenous’ student body for which universities were
to some extent able to predetermine motivation and requirements. This increased diversity
means that there is now a wide range of expectations and access needs best understood
through engaging a cross-section of students in the issues.

2. Australian surveys – student leaders and institutions
Surveys of Australian tertiary education institutions and their student leaders were carried
out to establish current practices for student engagement in university decision-making and
governance.
a. Student leader survey
Survey responses showed that students are engaged in a range of decision-making
opportunities across their institutions, most commonly in senior decision-making bodies
such as council and academic board or senate. Final comments provided by students raise
concern that this opportunity for participation is tokenistic. Students reported less
opportunity for engagement in matters relating specifically to learning and teaching
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activities and where it occurs there are typically no voting rights. Students see institutional
and staff attitudes to student representation as compliant, with students being seen as
customers or stakeholders rather than partners. Student representatives see limited
provision of formal incentives to participate and recognition for their participation.
Student representatives are reportedly moderately difficult to recruit, typically coming from
the ranks of full-time, undergraduate, local students, recognising their role as representing
the interests of their fellow students. A range of communication methods are employed to
advertise opportunities, with informal sources and social media the most effective. The
challenge lies in ensuring that valued information is easily available through the sources
students are most likely to use. Training and support for student representatives is typically
provided through student associations.
All respondents saw their role as providing leadership and representing the interests of the
student body as a whole. Less than half saw themselves as activists and one-third identified
the role as developing their careers.


How do student leaders see their institution’s attitude towards student engagement?

Over a third of respondents saw their institution as supporting student representation but
around half considered that their institution did not value student representatives. Around
25% of respondents thought that students are seen as customers, with no respondents
perceiving they were considered partners. The engagement of staff with students in
decision-making roles is variable. There is some indication that student representatives
consider that they are viewed more seriously than other students.


Incentives

Informal recognition was the most common incentive for student representation reported.
One-third reported no incentives being offered and 20% reported payment or formal
certificates being provided. The most highly ranked incentive was academic credit followed
by certificates for specific training, inclusion on graduate statements and, lastly, payment. It
is important to note here the issues of selection bias. From the project work, it has become
apparent that student leaders may not be representative of the student cohort as a whole.
In other project work and discussions, it appears that many university student leaders were
student leaders at high school and reached university seeking leadership opportunities.
While for them payment may not be important, there are other students who are not able
to put themselves forward for leadership positions as they need to earn money to support
their studies.


Levels of student involvement

Students reported being fully involved and having voting rights at over 80% in student
associations, 60% in academic board, around 45% in council, and significantly less at faculty
level and below. Students perceive their achievements through engagement as affecting
policy, council and academic board, and in terms of raising issues.
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Impact of student involvement

Respondents considered that student involvement had impacted decision-making in their
institutions, most notably within their student associations but also in raising awareness of
particular issues and students’ responses to them. Students also saw themselves as having
impact in relation to policy, within university council and academic board.


Communication

Students reported that the most useful category of information provided by their institution
was results of student feedback surveys (93%), followed by reports of actions taken to
enhance student educational experience (72%), employability survey data (64%),
program/course evaluations and student progression and retention data (both 57%).
University rankings, external examiners’ reports and institutional financial data were
reported as the least helpful.


Further thoughts

Respondents were given the opportunity to provide any further thoughts. A strong theme
throughout was the importance of appropriate and effective communication, with the main
challenge emerging for institutions being to ensure that the engagement they are working
to provide is authentic and effectively communicated to students. There was also the
persistent concern that student participation can be perceived as token. This can only be
countered by furthering and deepening student engagement, engaging students at the
beginning of decision-making and strategy development processes, and maintaining a focus
on delivering positive outcomes for students.
b. Institutional survey
Analysis of this survey revealed that there are pockets of good practice where students are
engaged in decision-making. However, there is no systemic approach. Australian
institutions, like some in the UK, are grappling with the concept of students as partners,
more often perceiving students as stakeholders or customers.
Respondents were from different types of institutions with the Group of 8, Australian
Technology Network, Regional Universities Network, Innovative Research Universities, Open
Universities, unaligned universities and other higher educational institutions all represented
in the responses received.


Where are students engaged and how?

Students are represented on all respondents’ academic boards and at faculty level while
most (84%) engage students on the institutional council and have a student association.
Most institutions (92%) reported engaging students at course level and 80% engage
students in grievance processes. At course level the engagement is overwhelmingly through
student feedback surveys, with two instances of SSLCs reported, which are most prevalent
at faculty level (64%). Committees in general are a major form of engagement, with surveys
and ad hoc projects also being used to engage students. Fifteen of the responding
institutions reported other forms of student engagement including student senators,
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student representative councils, consultation forums, co-creation projects and specialist
senior executive appointments.


Ease of recruitment

Almost half of the respondents (48%) reported that it was moderately challenging to recruit
student representatives while 26% reported difficulty in recruiting student representatives.
Some institutions noted that it was easier to recruit university-wide representative positions
than faculty-based positions.


Who engages?

The students most likely to engage are undergraduate, full time, local students.
Postgraduate, part-time, international and minority-group students are significantly less
likely to engage. Thirteen institutions reported that they are taking action to improve the
engagement of groups with limited participation.


How does recruitment occur?

Student association elections commonly provide council and academic board
representatives as well as student association representatives. Institution-run elections are
used in some institutions to provide academic board representatives as well as faculty
representatives. At the faculty level, representatives may be volunteers, nominees or
appointed by staff.


Training

The vast majority of respondents reported some form of training for student
representatives, mostly through formal institutional or student association programs, or
staff who have this as a formal responsibility. There were also reports of using external
providers to provide specific training (e.g. the Australian Institute of Company Directors). If
there was a formalised process, respondents were asked to identify how it is funded.
Sixteen institutions reported that funding was allocated to training student representatives.
Mostly the funding is provided by the institution although there appears to be institutions
allocating Student Services and Amenities Fees (SSAF) to this purpose.


Support for student representatives

Most respondents reported providing support and advice for student representatives,
typically through staff with this responsibility. In just 44% of responses, the institution had
formal institutional programs in place, with 36% of respondents providing student
association programs and the same percentage utilising current student-representative
mentors.
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Informing students about representative roles

All respondents reported having a mechanism for informing students about representative
roles. Orientation and information on the institutional website were the most common
means, with social media and student forums also popular. Other reported mechanisms
were letters from the DVC, a pop-up shop, student ambassadors, information on the
student association website and emails to all students.


Acknowledging student contributions

Institutions were asked to report on whether student contribution to governance and
decision-making is explicitly acknowledged in publications and news items. Ten institutions
said that student contributions were not acknowledged and one was unsure. Those that
reported that student contributions were acknowledged reported that this was through
various channels including news stories, reports, attribution of authorship or contribution,
AHEGS statement, meeting minutes, letters of thanks, and membership lists.


Performance indicators

Institutions were asked to report on whether they had performance indicators for the
effectiveness of student engagement. Thirteen institutions reported that they did not have
relevant performance indicators and one respondent was unsure whether their institution
had relevant indicators or not. For those institutions reporting having relevant indicators,
they were generally found in the institution’s strategic plan. The areas that were reported as
being evaluated were variable.


Incentives

In terms of incentives offered to student representatives, thirteen institutions reported
providing informal recognition, seven provide specific awards and eight provide payment.
Other reported incentives were training and development opportunities in relation to
leadership and governance, AHEGS, and gifts and gratuities. Five of the institutions provide
no incentives. None of the institutions provide academic recognition.


How the institution perceives students

Student roles are perceived differently in different situations within institutions, the most
common role being stakeholder.


Institutional attitude towards student engagement

The most prevalent institutional attitude towards student engagement was
championing/pioneering’ – at about 56%. About 36% of institutions identified themselves as
‘compliant’. The remaining 8% characterised themselves as avoiding student engagement.
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Increasing engagement

Institutions were asked to identify what would motivate them to increase student engagement.
Of the respondents, 52% reported being self-motivated while 36% reported that provision of
incentives to increase student engagement would motivate them.
3. Australian Case and Pilot Studies
Responses to the survey of student engagement practices in Australian universities revealed
some initiatives and existing practices at Australian universities that are already providing
opportunity for students to have a significant role in decision-making processes. However,
approaches from university personnel following presentations at conferences provided the
majority of the case studies. These initiatives often did not show in the responses of the
same universities. This was an interesting finding in itself.
Many of the practices have been recently implemented and are thus not cast as best
practice. Nonetheless, they show that there is strong interest in the sector in engaging
students in decision-making, and what has been achieved so far by the universities who
have championed the student voice. The following case studies were reported:
University A:

Student Staff Consultative Committee

University B:

Student Campus Councils at a multi-campus university

University C:

Student engagement at a regional university with multi campuses and large
numbers of distance students

University D:

Student-centred key strategic partnership providing programs and activities
which complement the learning and development outcomes of the
university

University E:

Student Guild and Education Council

University F:

Academic Student Representative

University G:

Co-creation of a major student facility

University H:

Embedded leadership practices at an older university

University I:

Staff Student Consultative Committee pilot project

University J:

Embedded student representation processes at a private university
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University K:

Student representative systems at a young university

The OLT Project Report is currently awaiting final approval by the Department of Education,
Skills and Employment. The submitted draft is available on the website:
www.studentvoice.uts.edu.au

Note:
The Project was published in 2018 in four separate reports entitled:
Student Engagement in University Decision-Making and Governance: towards a more
systemically inclusive student voice 2015-2016: Final Report
https://ltr.edu.au/resources/SP14-4595_Varnham_FinalReport_2018.pdf
Student Engagement in University Decision-Making and Governance: towards a more
systemically inclusive student voice 2015-2016: International Research Report
https://ltr.edu.au/resources/SP14-4595_Varnham_InternationalResearchReport_2018.pdf
Student Engagement in University Decision-Making and Governance: towards a more
systemically inclusive student voice 2015-2016: Australian Survey Report
https://ltr.edu.au/resources/SP14-4595_Varnham_AustralianSurveyReport_2018.pdf
Student Engagement in University Decision-Making and Governance: towards a more
systemically inclusive student voice 2015-2016: Good Practice Case Studies Report.
Australian Examples of Student Engagement
https://ltr.edu.au/resources/SP14-4595_Varnham_CaseStudiesReport_2018.pdf
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Appendix K: Workshop poster for Adelaide
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Appendix L: Workshop slides
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Appendix M: Survey
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/HQYJH55
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Appendix N: Survey responses
Response 1
Q1: Opportunities: What opportunities should universities be providing for students to
participate in decision making in their institutions?
One opportunity Universities might offer students to participate in decision making is the
opportunity for campus-based, student clubs, especially those connected to faculties and
schools, to have greater access to faculty and school management as well as course
management.
Q2: Communication and Transparency: How should institutions be communicating with
students about those opportunities and outcomes from engagement?
Two ways that institutions might better communicate with students is through empowering
student associations to run campaigns regarding opportunities for regular students to
participate in decision making and empowering student associations to create support
structures for student clubs to engage with opportunities to participate in decision making.
A couple of strong methods for communicating the outcomes from engagement to students
might be through empowering student associations to advertise such results through
creative events and activities, through empowering student associations to reward student
clubs for their participation and grow a culture of engagement through clear and simple
engagement structures.
Q3: Student Leadership: How can universities best work with student leaders to develop
and maintain effective student representation?
One way in which universities can work well with student leaders so as to develop and
maintain effective student representation might be through firstly, providing student
leaders with a simple, informative network of support people across university
management. Another way universities can best work with student leaders to develop and
maintain effective student representation might be through fostering continuous
supportive, transparent and targeted discourse regarding matters relating to the student
body and continuation of the representative structures of the university.
Q4: All student voices: What can universities do to encourage representation of all
student voices?
After establishing effective, transparent structures and procedures for student empowering
student engagement, one thing universities can do to encourage the representation of all
student voices might be fostering and continuously encouraging a culture of results-driven
cooperation, open-mindedness, mutually beneficial compromise and a level of exclusive
partnership.
Q5: A national partnership culture: On a national level what should the sector be doing to
further a partnership culture?
One thing the national education sector might do to further a partnership culture is to
endeavour to create an incentive for universities to work towards establishing an
environment of open-minded cooperation and co-creation.
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Q6: Identity of respondent: If you are happy to do so it would assist me if you would
confirm who is providing these responses. This information is so I can establish whether
responses are from different institutions/agencies and whether they are from different
types of stakeholder within a particular institution/agency. I will not disclose the identity
of any respondent in any report of the information provided to me.
Name removed
Q7: Is there anything else you wish to add? Respondent skipped this question

Response 2
Q1: Opportunities: What opportunities should universities be providing for students to
participate in decision making in their institutions?
Spaces, systems, Curriculum, governance
Q2: Communication and Transparency: How should institutions be communicating with
students about those opportunities and outcomes from engagement?
Social media, websites, newsletter
Q3: Student Leadership: How can universities best work with student leaders to develop
and maintain effective student representation?
Need to be authentic and deliver on projects
Q4: All student voices: What can universities do to encourage representation of all
student voices?
Be genuine and ensure an open communication
Q5: A national partnership culture: On a national level what should the sector be doing to
further a partnership culture?
Best practice sharing
Q6: Identity of respondent: If you are happy to do so it would assist me if you would
confirm who is providing these responses. This information is so I can establish whether
responses are from different institutions/agencies and whether they are from different
types of stakeholder within a particular institution/agency. I will not disclose the identity
of any respondent in any report of the information provided to me.
Name removed
Q7: Is there anything else you wish to add? We use the term co creation at xxxx

Response 3
Q1: Opportunities: What opportunities should universities be providing for students to
participate in decision making in their institutions?
Allowing students to be active an active presence on various boards that help to decide the
needs of the campus and student body of the university. This includes the responsibility and
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partnership with appropriate staff in order to manage not only student spaces but also the
necessities concerned with the academic process. This would allow for the student voice
and body to be an active participant in the awareness and problem solving aspects of the
life of the university.
Q2: Communication and Transparency: How should institutions be communicating with
students about those opportunities and outcomes from engagement?
The appropriate documents should be made available to the student body, as well as an
open conversation with the student body, which would also require some level of general
knowledge of how the university works.
Q3: Student Leadership: How can universities best work with student leaders to develop
and maintain effective student representation?
The involvement of student representatives and leaders on differing boards of the university
allows these students to speak directly to the university in concerns with student
identification needs. Of course this requires representatives for the various student groups
within the community.
Q4: All student voices: What can universities do to encourage representation of all
student voices?
There must be an existing awareness of the various groups that might be found within the
universities’ student body. Allowing these to be represented on the student association
allows them to be both heard and represented on those differing levels of the institution
that these students might be members of.
Q5: A national partnership culture: On a national level what should the sector be doing to
further a partnership culture?
The allowance of a national student council with representatives from the various levels of
student councils and university boards would allow the various needs and perhaps common
issues within the university campuses to be addressed.
Q6: Identity of respondent: If you are happy to do so it would assist me if you would
confirm who is providing these responses. This information is so I can establish whether
responses are from different institutions/agencies and whether they are from different
types of stakeholder within a particular institution/agency. I will not disclose the identity
of any respondent in any report of the information provided to me.
Name removed
Q7: Is there anything else you wish to add? Respondent skipped this question

Response 4
Q1: Opportunities: What opportunities should universities be providing for students to
participate in decision making in their institutions?
Students should be involved from the concept of any ideas/ changes in the curricula and cocurricular space. Students should be on every project group from the get go.
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Q2: Communication and Transparency: How should institutions be communicating with
students about those opportunities and outcomes from engagement?
Ask students how we should communicate with them. Multiple strategies will be required.
Communicating through the student association/ other student leaders is a key strategy.
Q3: Student Leadership: How can universities best work with student leaders to develop
and maintain effective student representation?
Provide opportunities from commencement to enable students to gain the necessary
experience to have robust leadership skills and a true understanding of the university and
how it works.
Q4: All student voices: What can universities do to encourage representation of all
student voices?
Firstly understanding the diversity of their student body. Each cohort may need a different
approach to capture that voice- one size won't fit all.
Q5: A national partnership culture: On a national level what should the sector be doing to
further a partnership culture?
Clearly there are elements of good practice in all universities and the sharing of these ideas
would be really helpful and I think we could do more nationally in this space.
Q6: Identity of respondent: If you are happy to do so it would assist me if you would
confirm who is providing these responses. This information is so I can establish whether
responses are from different institutions/agencies and whether they are from different
types of stakeholder within a particular institution/agency. I will not disclose the identity
of any respondent in any report of the information provided to me.
Respondent skipped this question
Q7: Is there anything else you wish to add? Students are our best ambassadors and we
actually can learn so much from them if we only speak with them more. The input from the
students in the room today was fantastic and wonderful to see- we need to have more of
these types of forums/ dialogues.

Response 5
Q1: Opportunities: What opportunities should universities be providing for students to
participate in decision making in their institutions?
Provide information about opportunities to engage at orientation on web sites etc.
Q2: Communication and Transparency: How should institutions be communicating with
students about those opportunities and outcomes from engagement?
How do students learn to engage and navigate their institutions?
Q3: Student Leadership: How can universities best work with student leaders to develop
and maintain effective student representation?
Respondent skipped this question
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Q4: All student voices: What can universities do to encourage representation of all
student voices?
Respondent skipped this question
Q5: A national partnership culture: On a national level what should the sector be doing to
further a partnership culture?
A voluntary code of good practice for student partnership could be a useful catalyst for
change.
Q6: Identity of respondent: If you are happy to do so it would assist me if you would
confirm who is providing these responses. This information is so I can establish whether
responses are from different institutions/agencies and whether they are from different
types of stakeholder within a particular institution/agency. I will not disclose the identity
of any respondent in any report of the information provided to me.
Identity removed
Q7: Is there anything else you wish to add? Universities have a lot of historical legacy
structures...perhaps there is a need to contemporise the structures which enable
engagement.

Response 6
Q1: Opportunities: What opportunities should universities be providing for students to
participate in decision making in their institutions?
Academic staff specific or course specific (with appropriate staff) advisory boards
Q2: Communication and Transparency: How should institutions be communicating with
students about those opportunities and outcomes from engagement?
Students choose to respect certain people within the university so if all sectors of the
university are encouraging and informing student of opportunities constantly
Q3: Student Leadership: How can universities best work with student leaders to develop
and maintain effective student representation?
I think universities need to makes the student leadership organizations and opportunities
credible from the get go
Q4: All student voices: What can universities do to encourage representation of all
student voices?
Course representatives
Q5: A national partnership culture: On a national level what should the sector be doing to
further a partnership culture?
Share success stories about students making a difference and their experience with
partnership
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Q6: Identity of respondent: If you are happy to do so it would assist me if you would
confirm who is providing these responses. This information is so I can establish whether
responses are from different institutions/agencies and whether they are from different
types of stakeholder within a particular institution/agency. I will not disclose the identity
of any respondent in any report of the information provided to me.
Name removed
Q7: Is there anything else you wish to add? I think lecturers are absolutely crucial and the
part of the university we have the most interaction with, having them as advocates for the
university and our professional development would be fantastic, a lot of times they feel very
separate.

Response 7
Q1: Opportunities: What opportunities should universities be providing for students to
participate in decision making in their institutions?
Especially in times where University budgets are tight, student input into priority areas of
spending is extremely important. It is not enough for management to pick and choose
survey results and then claim that they were student priorities. Direct input on priorities
whether by sitting on boards and committees or via comprehensive consultation of large %s
of students
Q2: Communication and Transparency: How should institutions be communicating with
students about those opportunities and outcomes from engagement?
Respondent skipped this question
Q3: Student Leadership: How can universities best work with student leaders to develop
and maintain effective student representation?
Universities need to make sure that all forms of representation are valued. It is not
unacceptable to say that a particular group only represents certain interests and so should
be ignored, by all means seek other opinions and views but writing off certain
representative methods only makes the overall representation worse
Q4: All student voices: What can universities do to encourage representation of all
student voices?
Respondent skipped this question
Q5: A national partnership culture: On a national level what should the sector be doing to
further a partnership culture?
Respondent skipped this question
Q6: Identity of respondent: If you are happy to do so it would assist me if you would
confirm who is providing these responses. This information is so I can establish whether
responses are from different institutions/agencies and whether they are from different
types of stakeholder within a particular institution/agency. I will not disclose the identity
of any respondent in any report of the information provided to me.
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Name removed
Q7: Is there anything else you wish to add? Respondent skipped this question

Response 8
Q1: Opportunities: What opportunities should universities be providing for students to
participate in decision making in their institutions?
A student partnership must involve students in issue identification in the broader university
experience. Meaningful engagement can’t occur once a solution has been developed to an
issue that the student body had no role in identifying. Where the university identifies an
issue then students ought to be included in the development of the solution.
Q2: Communication and Transparency: How should institutions be communicating with
students about those opportunities and outcomes from engagement?
Work with your student organisations. They shouldn't act as a mouthpiece but they are
more engaged with the student body.
Q3: Student Leadership: How can universities best work with student leaders to develop
and maintain effective student representation?
Course representatives should form the foundation stone of developing student leaders.
Having a system in place that trains and encourages student representations widens the
pool of student advocates. A written partnership agreement also should be an important
component. Universities should collate opportunities available to students to give feedback
and advertise it as heavily as possible.
Q4: All student voices: What can universities do to encourage representation of all
student voices?
Identify which student voices the university doesn't believe is represented and raise it with
the student organisation. The university raised the representation of certain voices with me
as xxx which gave me the impetus to explore better representation and engagement of
those voices.
Q5: A national partnership culture: On a national level what should the sector be doing to
further a partnership culture?
Set a framework for an ideal partnership and provide clear examples such as those that
have come out of Scotland.
Q6: Identity of respondent: If you are happy to do so it would assist me if you would
confirm who is providing these responses. This information is so I can establish whether
responses are from different institutions/agencies and whether they are from different
types of stakeholder within a particular institution/agency. I will not disclose the identity
of any respondent in any report of the information provided to me.
Name removed
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Q7: Is there anything else you wish to add? Respondent skipped this question

Response 9
Q1: Opportunities: What opportunities should universities be providing for students to
participate in decision making in their institutions?
Invite students to be part of problem identification and part of the solution from early on.
Invited to participate in project planning from early on. Students invited to participate in
projects that impact on their lives at uni from beginning rather than asking after the fact.
Q2: Communication and Transparency: How should institutions be communicating with
students about those opportunities and outcomes from engagement?
Open and honest. In ways students identify as working for them.
Q3: Student Leadership: How can universities best work with student leaders to develop
and maintain effective student representation?
Offer leadership development programs where students can develop skills and capabilities
needed within the uni and in future roles after graduation. Recognise that students come
with ideas and skills needed. Organise a place online or on campus to advertise roles and
opportunities for further professional development. Have students participate in succession
planning.
Q4: All student voices: What can universities do to encourage representation of all
student voices?
Share the process with students. As discussed at commencement introduce student reps
and explain process of communication with all stakeholders.
Q5: A national partnership culture: On a national level what should the sector be doing to
further a partnership culture?
Forums, development and recognition.
Q6: Identity of respondent: If you are happy to do so it would assist me if you would
confirm who is providing these responses. This information is so I can establish whether
responses are from different institutions/agencies and whether they are from different
types of stakeholder within a particular institution/agency. I will not disclose the identity
of any respondent in any report of the information provided to me.
Name removed
Q7: Is there anything else you wish to add? Thanks for the opportunity

Response 10
Q1: Opportunities: What opportunities should universities be providing for students to
participate in decision making in their institutions?
funding to establish infrastructure; weekly common time; different ways and mechanisms
for participation; a clear and committed vision to the partnership; institutional framework;
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involve students in problem identification; trust; widespread networks; all aspects of the
student experience: curricula & co-curricular; credit for service to the university; leadership
program and / or award; need to ensure students on all campuses including physical, virtual,
big, small, main and satellite have a voice;
Q2: Communication and Transparency: How should institutions be communicating with
students about those opportunities and outcomes from engagement?
harness the media that students are using; be consistent in the media that is used; virtual
and physical; students communicating with students; ensure communication is appropriate
for online & distance students; real recognition that meet student needs; listen to the issues
that students identify as important;
Q3: Student Leadership: How can universities best work with student leaders to develop
and maintain effective student representation?
Actively engage; leverage natural/existing networks; staff of student associations; training
and education; issues based campaigns; have a wide as possible base - e.g. course
representation
Q4: All student voices: What can universities do to encourage representation of all
student voices?
Ensure there is an infrastructure; reward and recognition; support a process of
championing;
Q5: A national partnership culture: On a national level what should the sector be doing to
further a partnership culture?
Respondent skipped this question
Q6: Identity of respondent: If you are happy to do so it would assist me if you would
confirm who is providing these responses. This information is so I can establish whether
responses are from different institutions/agencies and whether they are from different
types of stakeholder within a particular institution/agency. I will not disclose the identity
of any respondent in any report of the information provided to me.
Name removed
Q7: Is there anything else you wish to add? Respondent skipped this question

Response 11
Q1: Opportunities: What opportunities should universities be providing for students to
participate in decision making in their institutions?
Students are nested within their 'professions’. Universities engagement with a profession
includes these students.
Q2: Communication and Transparency: How should institutions be communicating with
students about those opportunities and outcomes from engagement?
Use existing modes. E.g. QILT and professional networks.
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Q3: Student Leadership: How can universities best work with student leaders to develop
and maintain effective student representation?
Support their development and growth in skills, via course elective subjects and separate
qualifications in being representatives of engagement. Consider it like university governance
apprenticeships.
Q4: All student voices: What can universities do to encourage representation of all
student voices?
Universities are PEOPLE. All these people in all roles (talk to) listen to students.
Q5: A national partnership culture: On a national level what should the sector be doing to
further a partnership culture?
Joint- universities' projects. Universities engage and belong to communities. Agree on
student voice "learning analytics" (and ... consider could these be part of QILT?)
Q6: Identity of respondent: If you are happy to do so it would assist me if you would
confirm who is providing these responses. This information is so I can establish whether
responses are from different institutions/agencies and whether they are from different
types of stakeholder within a particular institution/agency. I will not disclose the identity
of any respondent in any report of the information provided to me.
Name removed
Q7: Is there anything else you wish to add?
Universities are communities. Alumni? When should an individual be considered an Alumni,
a member of the university community?

Response 12
Q1: Opportunities: What opportunities should universities be providing for students to
participate in decision making in their institutions?
- Management should engage with students with problem identification rather than in
involving them in what they see as the solution. Typically they come to students once
they’ve decided what the problem is
Q2: Communication and Transparency: How should institutions be communicating with
students about those opportunities and outcomes from engagement?
Reinforce using multiple channels and drawing on those who have established strong
connections with student groups. As an example I wanted student involvement in a new
teaching development program we were running for academic staff and I used two channels
- one was to involve casual teaching staff who had recently been students to get out and
talk to students in cafes etc. (students loved it!) and the second was to use a wonderful
person in our student support unit (xxxx) who is connected to student leaders. I liaised with
her around setting up a focus group - she got the word out (via student channels which I
don't have access to) and formed a group for the focus group in a day or so. The focus group
provided amazing data I used throughout the program
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Q3: Student Leadership: How can universities best work with student leaders to develop
and maintain effective student representation?
Need to be careful with the idea of representation - better to aim to bring a diversity of
views and know there are some voices who are not (yet or perhaps ever) likely to be
'represented'
Q4: All student voices: What can universities do to encourage representation of all
student voices?
Reward academics who are prepared to invite the views of their students (e.g. at the
coalface in subjects) – build it into promotion processes
Q5: A national partnership culture: On a national level what should the sector be doing to
further a partnership culture?
Respondent skipped this question
Q6: Identity of respondent: If you are happy to do so it would assist me if you would
confirm who is providing these responses. This information is so I can establish whether
responses are from different institutions/agencies and whether they are from different
types of stakeholder within a particular institution/agency. I will not disclose the identity
of any respondent in any report of the information provided to me.
Name removed
Q7: Is there anything else you wish to add? Fabulous initiative - thanks for the great work!

Response 13
Q1: Opportunities: What opportunities should universities be providing for students to
participate in decision making in their institutions?
More open policy and general direction discussion! The Uni's should be constantly
communicating and consulting with students! This will allow for better resources and better
quality education as a student voice will actually be included! Leadership/engagement
positions are another good idea to involve more students and give their voice legitimacy!
This includes having universities constantly communicating with the student representative
councils and students’ media!
Q2: Communication and Transparency: How should institutions be communicating with
students about those opportunities and outcomes from engagement?
We heard at the conference that uni's found it difficult to communication with their
students- I find this to be out of touch. There are already a number of existing forums that
uni's can utilize! Student media, the SRC, face book, emails and whatever forum student’s
access their course content on!
Q3: Student Leadership: How can universities best work with student leaders to develop
and maintain effective student representation?
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I think universities need to better utilise the src's and all the clubs and societies that exist on
campus! At present universities appear to be extremely distant from that!
Q4: All student voices: What can universities do to encourage representation of all
student voices?
Effective student representation also comes from the university supporting and making
appropriate spaces for students to contribute and get involved!
Q5: A national partnership culture: On a national level what should the sector be doing to
further a partnership culture?
A culture will be established when uni administrations make a clear and public effort to
work alongside the student leadership structures in place! There are some uni's that seem
to do this and do this well! So it is definitely something that can be taken up
Q6: Identity of respondent: If you are happy to do so it would assist me if you would
confirm who is providing these responses. This information is so I can establish whether
responses are from different institutions/agencies and whether they are from different
types of stakeholder within a particular institution/agency. I will not disclose the identity
of any respondent in any report of the information provided to me.
Respondent skipped this question
Q7: Is there anything else you wish to add? I hope next time we could have that discussion
take place for longer and start to work on the framework!

Response 14
Q1: Opportunities: What opportunities should universities be providing for students to
participate in decision making in their institutions?
More participation in decision making, induction during orientation regarding governance
and student voice, more representation in Boards and Committee, relaxation in studies a bit
to concentrate, understand and be prepared before the next meeting once the Agenda is
understood
Q2: Communication and Transparency: How should institutions be communicating with
students about those opportunities and outcomes from engagement?
Student voice survey results should be transparent and released in simpler words, updated
about the progress of the survey outcomes frequently
Q3: Student Leadership: How can universities best work with student leaders to develop
and maintain effective student representation?
Small courses in Leadership for students, Mentoring from senior executives, a small portion
of SSAF should be allotted regularly to work in this area
Q4: All student voices: What can universities do to encourage representation of all
student voices?
Advertise more, be transparent, provide all the necessary resources, support and guidance
to students
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Q5: A national partnership culture: On a national level what should the sector be doing to
further a partnership culture?
Recognition to student leaders, regularly meetings/Forums/Symposium to bring the leaders
on a common platform and under a single roof
Q6: Identity of respondent: If you are happy to do so it would assist me if you would
confirm who is providing these responses. This information is so I can establish whether
responses are from different institutions/agencies and whether they are from different
types of stakeholder within a particular institution/agency. I will not disclose the identity
of any respondent in any report of the information provided to me.
Name removed
Q7: Is there anything else you wish to add? Respondent skipped this question

Response 15
Q1: Opportunities: What opportunities should universities be providing for students to
participate in decision making in their institutions?
In an ideal world i think a true partnership would involve students being involved in every
decision of the University which effects them. A student should also ideally be on the hiring
panel for key roles. It is important that both students and staff are trained in how to partner
in this way - it cannot be assumed that just putting a student on a committee or panel will
do, they need to be properly prepared.
Q2: Communication and Transparency: How should institutions be communicating with
students about those opportunities and outcomes from engagement?
One of the big challenges is communication the outcome of these processes - i.e. informing
students of decisions that are made, how they effect them and that students were involved
in those decisions.
Q3: Student Leadership: How can universities best work with student leaders to develop
and maintain effective student representation?
There is a difference between representing and representative. I do not believe that it is
necessary for these to be democratic/elected roles, but roles based on merit. Students need
to be supported in these roles with training and there should be rewards and recognition
attached that is equal to the responsibility they are being given. It is also worth noting that
equal partnership means equal representation - put simply there is a power imbalance
where a committee of 10 staff has one student rep. If there are 5 staff on the committee,
there should be 5 students. This will provide not only a more equal balance of power but
will empower students on those committees to speak up and participate in genuine decision
making,
Q4: All student voices: What can universities do to encourage representation of all
student voices?
At our University we have more opportunities for students to be involved in decision making
than we have students who are putting their hand up to do the roles and the biggest barrier
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is student politics. Student organisations need to adapt to the change in landscape that is
the post VSU environment; that is that most student organisations are fee for service orgs,
not activist orgs, but their student leadership does not reflect that. Universities can work
closer with student orgs to integrate student representative activities with academic or
program recognition initiatives, such as mention on transcripts etc. but also assist with
recruitment; promoting the opportunities directly to students. Student organisations also
have a focus on representing minorities which is great, but are not representative of the
whole student voice.
Q5: A national partnership culture: On a national level what should the sector be doing to
further a partnership culture?
The challenge here from the student side is that our National body (the NUS) is completely
dysfunctional, unprofessional and unequipped to participate in such a culture movement.
One of the key findings of an internal review which the NUS commissioned was the need for
the NUS to have full time professional staff and in particular, a full time CEO or Executive
Officer. To this date that change has not been made - I wonder whether it is worth UA
considering funding the NUS to appoint a GM/Executive officer to assist the organisation to
mature.
Q6: Identity of respondent: If you are happy to do so it would assist me if you would
confirm who is providing these responses. This information is so I can establish whether
responses are from different institutions/agencies and whether they are from different
types of stakeholder within a particular institution/agency. I will not disclose the identity
of any respondent in any report of the information provided to me.
Name removed
Q7: Is there anything else you wish to add?
As a GM of a Student organisation I am extremely supportive of the move towards a student
partnership culture. It is one which we are working very closely within our own university to
foster and I am personally an advocate as i believe it is the correct model for the future.

Response 16
Q1: Opportunities: What opportunities should universities be providing for students to
participate in decision making in their institutions?
both informal and formal opportunities (but more formal for transparency) including but
not limited to Faculty Board, Course Development, Academic Board and even Council/
Governing Body, Physical infrastructure
Q2: Communication and Transparency: How should institutions be communicating with
students about those opportunities and outcomes from engagement?
Multiple strategies noting students are individuals with individual preferences for
communication. That’s said, are there resources for this...given we are also asking students
for their participation in SELTS, QILT etc.
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Q3: Student Leadership: How can universities best work with student leaders to develop
and maintain effective student representation?
Through incentivisation, recognition and adequate support (training and coaching for
instance).
Q4: All student voices: What can universities do to encourage representation of all
student voices?
As above. But also communicating stories of where student participation made a difference.
Could also add ToR that allow for co-opting of people due to their particular identities, e.g.
first in family, indigenous, NESB etc. Quotas maybe, though I do not support a quota system.
Q5: A national partnership culture: On a national level what should the sector be doing to
further a partnership culture?
Sponsoring student voice conferences, emphasis of the importance of students as partners
in the TS, seems a little diluted down in the 2015 version.
Q6: Identity of respondent: If you are happy to do so it would assist me if you would
confirm who is providing these responses. This information is so I can establish whether
responses are from different institutions/agencies and whether they are from different
types of stakeholder within a particular institution/agency. I will not disclose the identity
of any respondent in any report of the information provided to me.
Name removed
Q7: Is there anything else you wish to add? The opportunities are clear - but the devil is in
implementation - the how specifically. Anecdotally speaking the challenge that remains is
embedding partnership whilst not dropping other balls like student progression. Especially
for students who are actively involved.

Response 17
Q1: Opportunities: What opportunities should universities be providing for students to
participate in decision making in their institutions?
As many opportunities as possible. Students need to be involved in the beginning in
decision-making processes, they should be involved in creating the discussion rather than
consulted after the main decision-making has taken place at the institution. Students can
provide input via official membership of bodies such as Academic Board through Student
Rep Councils and Senates and through more informal feedback.
Q2: Communication and Transparency: How should institutions be communicating with
students about those opportunities and outcomes from engagement?
Student Rep Councils have an important role to play in communicating with their peers re
opportunities and outcomes, but the university also has a responsibility to communicate
these with students. Two ideas I liked from the workshop were the VC introducing student
leaders at the commencement ceremony and explaining to students how they can get
involved and the university conducting a scan of all the existing opportunities for students
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to become involved in university decision making and then compiling a list for students of
the key ways to get involved or give feedback at their institution.
Q3: Student Leadership: How can universities best work with student leaders to develop
and maintain effective student representation?
Provide training for student leaders e.g. recognised board or advocacy training, work with
improving the relationship and opportunities with existing bodies rather than trying to
create a new organisation.
Q4: All student voices: What can universities do to encourage representation of all
student voices?
Acknowledge that 'true' representation is not always achievable but that any additional
opportunities for feedback and engagement are an improvement. Be aware of the ways of
feedback and engagement that are already happening and use existing feedback data to
inform decisions as well as conduct gap analyses to identify the 'missing' voices. Some of the
data analyses projects could be incorporated into WIL for relevant disciplines.
Q5: A national partnership culture: On a national level what should the sector be doing to
further a partnership culture?
Involve student leaders in national tertiary conferences etc.
Q6: Identity of respondent: If you are happy to do so it would assist me if you would
confirm who is providing these responses. This information is so I can establish whether
responses are from different institutions/agencies and whether they are from different
types of stakeholder within a particular institution/agency. I will not disclose the identity
of any respondent in any report of the information provided to me.
Name removed
Q7: Is there anything else you wish to add? Thank you for this opportunity!

Response 18
Q1: Opportunities: What opportunities should universities be providing for students to
participate in decision making in their institutions?
Students should have opportunities to participate in decision-making at all levels of the
institution, from the classroom to the boardroom. Students should have opportunities to
participate in decision-making in many different areas beyond teaching and learning. This
would include the ability for students to contribute to all matters which interest them
including governance, course design, and corporate and financial matters.
Q2: Communication and Transparency: How should institutions be communicating with
students about those opportunities and outcomes from engagement?
Universities need to be proactive and not reactive when communicating with students.
Students can be utilised to identify problems and work from the very beginning of a project
to improve the university. Transparency requires trust. Students and universities can build
trust by working in partnership and sharing information.
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Q3: Student Leadership: How can universities best work with student leaders to develop
and maintain effective student representation?
Universities need to demonstrate the importance and value of the student voice to
students. This recognition can be tangible (financial payment, course credit) and intangible
(inclusion in events and culture) Universities should leverage the knowledge and experience
of existing student leaders to identify and mentor future student leaders. There should be
an expectation that student leaders will pass on knowledge and ensure continuity.
Q4: All student voices: What can universities do to encourage representation of all
student voices?
University management has sometimes claimed that existing student representative groups
(e.g. unions, guilds, srcs, etc.) do not accurately represent the views of all students. If this is
true then university management should work with these existing student groups to ensure
they can accurately represent the student voice. The xxxx has designated positions for
identified groups including a women's officer, Indigenous Officer, International Students
Officer, Queer Officer, Low-SES Officer, Postgraduate Officer and more. xxxx has affirmative
action to ensure 50% of the student representatives are women. The representative nature
of student bodies could also be bolstered by encouraging more students to participate in
democratic elections to fill these bodies.
Q5: A national partnership culture: On a national level what should the sector be doing to
further a partnership culture?
A national framework of best practice would be helpful to encourage partnership across
Australia. Due to a lack of resources and cultural problems, the NUS will be unlikely to take
up national leadership on behalf of students. In this situation, it is essential for student
leaders and university management to share best practice across campuses
Q6: Identity of respondent: If you are happy to do so it would assist me if you would
confirm who is providing these responses. This information is so I can establish whether
responses are from different institutions/agencies and whether they are from different
types of stakeholder within a particular institution/agency. I will not disclose the identity
of any respondent in any report of the information provided to me.
Name removed
Q7: Is there anything else you wish to add? It was fabulous to see how the workshops are
already promoting students and staff to work in partnership
Response 19
Q1: Opportunities: What opportunities should universities be providing for students to
participate in decision making in their institutions?
Students need more context, background and time if you want them to be actively involved
in decision making. Then they can offer more informed and relevant ideas that hopefully will
then be acted upon.
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Q2: Communication and Transparency: How should institutions be communicating with
students about those opportunities and outcomes from engagement?
Could change focus of student forums from general Q&A/whinge session to a specific,
targeted forum to discuss only 2-3 core topics with a focus on future planning - would
attract only students interested in those topics, therefore who are engaged in those areas.
Email communication does not work - nor does general invites for feedback.
Q3: Student Leadership: How can universities best work with student leaders to develop
and maintain effective student representation?
Get more students involved very early in their academic career, make it a core part of the
way we do business - introduce it through orientation, make it a core part of early
curriculum in core subject.
Q4: All student voices: What can universities do to encourage representation of all
student voices?
Refer question 3 - more involvement, earlier
Q5: A national partnership culture: On a national level what should the sector be doing to
further a partnership culture?
At a university level, unis could fund student reps (or other interested students) to attend
national conferences or to form national communities of practice so that they can crosscollaborate. As a sector, the universities should fund a partnership pilot program.
Q6: Identity of respondent: If you are happy to do so it would assist me if you would
confirm who is providing these responses. This information is so I can establish whether
responses are from different institutions/agencies and whether they are from different
types of stakeholder within a particular institution/agency. I will not disclose the identity
of any respondent in any report of the information provided to me.
Name removed
Q7: Is there anything else you wish to add? Great session but could be slightly longer and
set up in groups to allow time for smaller conversations as well as larger discussion

Response 20
Q1: Opportunities: What opportunities should universities be providing for students to
participate in decision making in their institutions?
Show students (not tell them) what opportunities exist, how they can get involved and what
the outcomes can be, for example, case studies of student representatives raising an issue
and working with a committee to find and implement a solution. Share the process and the
outcome. Students (and staff!) don't know that there are opportunities to make change or
that it actually works.
Q2: Communication and Transparency: How should institutions be communicating with
students about those opportunities and outcomes from engagement?
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Go to where the students are talking and talk with them about the issues that are important
to students
Q3: Student Leadership: How can universities best work with student leaders to develop
and maintain effective student representation?
Redifine 'leaders' and discover community representatives and connect with them.
Q4: All student voices: What can universities do to encourage representation of all
student voices?
Go to student activities - meet students, talk to students, make collegial connections.
Q5: A national partnership culture: On a national level what should the sector be doing to
further a partnership culture?
Make connections through student societies and clubs, collegial committees.
Q6: Identity of respondent: If you are happy to do so it would assist me if you would
confirm who is providing these responses. This information is so I can establish whether
responses are from different institutions/agencies and whether they are from different
types of stakeholder within a particular institution/agency. I will not disclose the identity
of any respondent in any report of the information provided to me.
Name removed
Q7: Is there anything else you wish to add? Interesting workshop format - I wonder if
changing the use of the physical space to be more of a workshop could encourage more
students to speak.

Response 21
Q1: Opportunities: What opportunities should universities be providing for students to
participate in decision making in their institutions?
Definitely in the development of curriculum and assessment frameworks.
Q2: Communication and Transparency: How should institutions be communicating with
students about those opportunities and outcomes from engagement?
Part of the 'sales pitch' before students even choose to come to university. Set the
expectation that this is how we do things. Effects of student partnership need to be visible.
Q3: Student Leadership: How can universities best work with student leaders to develop
and maintain effective student representation?
Define as a central pillar to the mission? Present plenty of models and exemplars. Mentor
and coach – create student-led instances of university governance elements? Student led
learning and teaching committee?
Q4: All student voices: What can universities do to encourage representation of all
student voices?
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Use contemporary tools and platforms. Create enabling forums (fora?) - the SA example of
the flash forum sounds great. Listen without prejudice to all conversations. Work on
leadership.
Q5: A national partnership culture: On a national level what should the sector be doing to
further a partnership culture?
Would universities put money into funding an agency? What $ would it take from each
university? Need a platform too, that uses 'modern' methods of engagement. Are there any
lessons from https://www.dta.gov.au/? VCs need to promote the agenda externally and
internally.
Q6: Identity of respondent: If you are happy to do so it would assist me if you would
confirm who is providing these responses. This information is so I can establish whether
responses are from different institutions/agencies and whether they are from different
types of stakeholder within a particular institution/agency. I will not disclose the identity
of any respondent in any report of the information provided to me.
Name removed
Q7: Is there anything else you wish to add? I think that time is a really crucial aspect to
account for in terms of any progress, since in most instances, students especially have to be
careful of their time budgets. Also, I rambled a bit about 'expertise' at the workshop. I guess
what I was trying to say is that in terms of a model of expertise, the work done in a
university (so many people and so many roles) is not well defined (codified). For example, I
feel like an advanced beginner in some parts of what I do, a novice in other areas, proficient
with some things and expert in others. I think that HE is such a complicated space that we
underestimate the impact that a small but carefully considered move could have. Anyway...
I really enjoyed your workshop. Thank you.

Response 22
Q1: Opportunities: What opportunities should universities be providing for students to
participate in decision making in their institutions?
Spending of SSAF should be based on student decisions through an authentic consultation
process
Q2: Communication and Transparency: How should institutions be communicating with
students about those opportunities and outcomes from engagement?
Effective communication channels have always been a challenge, particularly now with so
many different platforms
Q3: Student Leadership: How can universities best work with student leaders to develop
and maintain effective student representation?
Provide induction/training programs
Q4: All student voices: What can universities do to encourage representation of all
student voices?
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Positions available to specific student cohorts, based upon student characteristics
Q5: A national partnership culture: On a national level what should the sector be doing to
further a partnership culture?
Respondent skipped this question
Q6: Identity of respondent: If you are happy to do so it would assist me if you would
confirm who is providing these responses. This information is so I can establish whether
responses are from different institutions/agencies and whether they are from different
types of stakeholder within a particular institution/agency. I will not disclose the identity
of any respondent in any report of the information provided to me.
Respondent skipped this question
Q7: Is there anything else you wish to add? Respondent skipped this question

Response 23
Q1: Opportunities: What opportunities should universities be providing for students to
participate in decision making in their institutions?
Multiple formats, beyond representation on committees, ongoing real-time feedback about
academic and non-academic. Online communication seems to be the most accessible but
students need to know that it is valued and responded to. Opportunities for face to face
feedback in focus groups is also important, this should include students from all different
courses and backgrounds. What is their lived experience at university? What is working?
What challenges are they experiencing. Input into choice within their study as much as is
possible given different program accreditation. Input into learning modes.
Q2: Communication and Transparency: How should institutions be communicating with
students about those opportunities and outcomes from engagement?
Students receive too many emails. Ask students how they should be presented with
opportunities to engage? What should they be asked about, how should their feedback be
sought? Again multiple opportunities should be sought. Ask them how all student voice can
be heard. In regular topics/courses lecturers and tutors should seek ongoing feedback about
content, presentation, assessment, pedagogical approach and options meeting their needs.
Q3: Student Leadership: How can universities best work with student leaders to develop
and maintain effective student representation?
First respect the input - work as partners. Don't limit the topics for input. Have open lines of
communication. Don't wait for something to be developed before seeking input. Ask
students how they would like to seek feedback from other students to guide their
communication.
Q4: All student voices: What can universities do to encourage representation of all
student voices?
Make it easy, real time opportunities, online. Show that input is listened to and used in
guiding university work. Be open about what is happening at the university.
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Q5: A national partnership culture: On a national level what should the sector be doing to
further a partnership culture?
Support student unions to resource student participation in the university
consultations...communicate about mechanisms used at universities to engage students
effectively.
Q6: Identity of respondent: If you are happy to do so it would assist me if you would
confirm who is providing these responses. This information is so I can establish whether
responses are from different institutions/agencies and whether they are from different
types of stakeholder within a particular institution/agency. I will not disclose the identity
of any respondent in any report of the information provided to me.
Name removed
Q7: Is there anything else you wish to add? Respondent skipped this question

Response 24
Q1: Opportunities: What opportunities should universities be providing for students to
participate in decision making in their institutions?
Assisting them in understanding what are the input/communication channels for students
Q2: Communication and Transparency: How should institutions be communicating with
students about those opportunities and outcomes from engagement?
On Union communication boards, social media website, course shells, posters around the
university
Q3: Student Leadership: How can universities best work with student leaders to develop
and maintain effective student representation?
Regular meetings with student unions, seat on university council and academic board.
Regular drop in/coffee catch ups.
Q4: All student voices: What can universities do to encourage representation of all
student voices?
Work on inclusivity rather than diversity. We need to move away from thinking about silos
of diverse groupings and rather include all. The very nature of silos actually reinforces the
segmentation.
Q5: A national partnership culture: On a national level what should the sector be doing to
further a partnership culture?
Continue to speak and include students in all forums to encourage inclusivity
Q6: Identity of respondent: If you are happy to do so it would assist me if you would
confirm who is providing these responses. This information is so I can establish whether
responses are from different institutions/agencies and whether they are from different
types of stakeholder within a particular institution/agency. I will not disclose the identity
of any respondent in any report of the information provided to me.
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Identity removed
Q7: Is there anything else you wish to add? Wonderful project that needs a high profile
across all universities and government.

Response 25
Q1: Opportunities: What opportunities should universities be providing for students to
participate in decision making in their institutions?
Embed in study. Take advantage of opportunities (e.g. building design and development)
and insert these opportunities into learning. Mat xxxx the design of the makerspace was a
major project in the design students. The project was evaluated as per usual PLUS the final
design were considered as a formal design solution completion. The winning design is being
built and the winner is being employed by the architects to see the project completed.
Q2: Communication and Transparency: How should institutions be communicating with
students about those opportunities and outcomes from engagement?
Celebrate the wins a bit more. There is a lot going on.
Q3: Student Leadership: How can universities best work with student leaders to develop
and maintain effective student representation?
Leadership is not always the union or formal leadership model. Many leaders are not
engaged in the formal models. With that said formal student leaders and rep councils etc.
are VERY important and we should keep engaging with these groups.
Q4: All student voices: What can universities do to encourage representation of all
student voices?
What do you mean by all? Opportunities for all OR really engaging all. To engage all make it
part of the learning experience...make it part of the curriculum. This can be done in a
positive way sand with great outcomes for both learning outcomes and for the progression
of the university (Makerspace example).
Q5: A national partnership culture: On a national level what should the sector be doing to
further a partnership culture?
Identify best practice. Create a suite of practical tools to support partnerships. Perhaps offer
a national prize for student engagement / partnership
Q6: Identity of respondent: If you are happy to do so it would assist me if you would
confirm who is providing these responses. This information is so I can establish whether
responses are from different institutions/agencies and whether they are from different
types of stakeholder within a particular institution/agency. I will not disclose the identity
of any respondent in any report of the information provided to me.
Respondent skipped this question
Q7: Is there anything else you wish to add? Respondent skipped this question
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Response 26
Q1: Opportunities: What opportunities should universities be providing for students to
participate in decision making in their institutions?
Respondent skipped this question
Q2: Communication and Transparency: How should institutions be communicating with
students about those opportunities and outcomes from engagement?
Respondent skipped this question
Q3: Student Leadership: How can universities best work with student leaders to develop
and maintain effective student representation?
The university works quite slowly in terms of changing policies. This does not keep pace with
the rapid turnover of student representatives who are often on one-year terms. The
turnover of student representatives on university committees allows those committees to
avoid having accountability to students. I am not sure what the solution to this is- maybe for
university committees to have several student representatives with staggered periods of
tenure.
Q4: All student voices: What can universities do to encourage representation of all
student voices?
Respondent skipped this question
Q5: A national partnership culture: On a national level what should the sector be doing to
further a partnership culture?
At a minimum, a commitment to secure funding for student associations gives student
representatives a support base and allows them to concentrate on bigger issues.
Q6: Identity of respondent: If you are happy to do so it would assist me if you would
confirm who is providing these responses. This information is so I can establish whether
responses are from different institutions/agencies and whether they are from different
types of stakeholder within a particular institution/agency. I will not disclose the identity
of any respondent in any report of the information provided to me.
Name removed
Q7: Is there anything else you wish to add?
Echoing some of the issues in the briefing paper, university staff responses to the concerns
of student representatives are sometimes expressed in a customer service way. Rather than
placating the 'customer', university representatives should be working to understand the
issue and attempt to provide meaningful solutions. If a solution cannot be reached, it is best
for university representatives to be honest about this and explain the reasoning

Response 27
Q1: Opportunities: What opportunities should universities be providing for students to
participate in decision making in their institutions?
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Students should be involved in two main ways, Problem identification in raising issues with
the university. And the planning and implementation of work in universities.
Q2: Communication and Transparency: How should institutions be communicating with
students about those opportunities and outcomes from engagement?
I think largely again, make students apart of the process stop pretending that students can't
understand big issues that institution deals with. Unis should be going to the students, get
out on the ground talk to students by them some pizza a coffee for their info.
Q3: Student Leadership: How can universities best work with student leaders to develop
and maintain effective student representation?
Train them, support them compensate them. Even things like granting those who sit on
boards for extensions so they can have a greater balance.
Q4: All student voices: What can universities do to encourage representation of all
student voices?
Make it accessible, make sure students know about it. But make sure they feel valued for
their efforts.
Q5: A national partnership culture: On a national level what should the sector be doing to
further a partnership culture?
Develop guidelines and examples of best practice.
Q6: Identity of respondent: If you are happy to do so it would assist me if you would
confirm who is providing these responses. This information is so I can establish whether
responses are from different institutions/agencies and whether they are from different
types of stakeholder within a particular institution/agency. I will not disclose the identity
of any respondent in any report of the information provided to me.
Name removed
Q7: Is there anything else you wish to add?
I could expand on all this much more but that's it in a nut shell

Response 28
Q1: Opportunities: What opportunities should universities be providing for students to
participate in decision making in their institutions?
I am approaching this a bit meta - what would be great is students are given an opportunity
to themselves ask and answer this question together with staff - in other words, unis should
give students the opportunity to seek out and name those opportunities
Q2: Communication and Transparency: How should institutions be communicating with
students about those opportunities and outcomes from engagement?
In the way that the student determines makes sense to them - a range of strategies as
options might work
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Q3: Student Leadership: How can universities best work with student leaders to develop
and maintain effective student representation?
Ideally, to ask the students this question. Part of leadership is to position leadership.
Q4: All student voices: What can universities do to encourage representation of all
student voices?
There is a gap for online students. In my uni, the student bodies do not have a strategy for
reaching or working with online students. On a larger note - the notion of representation is
suspect.... students are individuals, even while they share common concerns. How can go
beyond tokenism?
Q5: A national partnership culture: On a national level what should the sector be doing to
further a partnership culture?
In the first instance, opening up the conversation and getting the language right. - qualifying
what is meant by partnership, and culture.
Q6: Identity of respondent: If you are happy to do so it would assist me if you would
confirm who is providing these responses. This information is so I can establish whether
responses are from different institutions/agencies and whether they are from different
types of stakeholder within a particular institution/agency. I will not disclose the identity
of any respondent in any report of the information provided to me.
Name removed
Q7: Is there anything else you wish to add?
There is a disjunct between the notions of the student as a customer and 'culture' and
community... do we want the students to lead, belong and own their space, or do we want
to serve them as customers? While it may be possible to have both paradigms, they do
contradict at face value.

Response 29
Q1: Opportunities: What opportunities should universities be providing for students to
participate in decision making in their institutions?
• Opportunities should be provided at all levels and with regards to all aspects of the
student experience – both inside and outside of the classroom • Students should be
involved in all decisions as they all relate back to the student experience • There should be
opportunities for all students to have their say – on policy, practice, procedures, curriculum,
assessment, the built environment, amenities • Effective structures should be in place to
allow for students to have input at a topic, course, school, faculty level. This has the impact
of allowing the feedback where students want to give it but also provides an opportunity for
a ‘foot in the door’ to the world of student representation for these students and they could
then get involved in school/faculty/Uni wide committees (builds expertise) • There should
be input with regards to teaching and learning as well as out of classroom decisions also •
Students should sit on key academic and central committees and boards Where possible –
there should be more than one student on a board/committee so that they are supported
and don’t feel isolated • Universities should be providing the opportunity for Reps to be
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trained and to be supported by professional staff as well as the coordination of a network •
There should be opportunities for students to give feedback on their topics during the topic
and not have them wait until after the topic is completed and by then it is too late to affect
change for them and their student cohort and they have no way of knowing if their
feedback was taken on board (there needs to be a feedback loop).
Q2: Communication and Transparency: How should institutions be communicating with
students about those opportunities and outcomes from engagement?
• Universities should be utilising a variety of channels to communicate with students –
online, email, social media, learning spaces – this would be to communicate the
opportunities to get involved in representation as well as how to contact a representative •
Need to build aspiration for students, that may not otherwise be interested/get involved to
get involved in representative positions so need to be able to communicate the benefits of
getting involved – not only that it will have benefits for the wider student cohort but for the
individual’s professional development. Outcomes from engagement • A dedicated webpage
that provides a summary of student feedback received and what was done about it • A
feedback loop on student voice at various levels throughout the University
Q3: Student Leadership: How can universities best work with student leaders to develop
and maintain effective student representation?
• Through the provision of training and support to upcoming representatives. This could be
a joint exercise with current student leaders. Student can be involved in the planning and
delivery of training • This includes the provision of appropriate resources to provide support
and training that is meaningful • Ongoing support mechanisms need to be in place. •
Student leaders should be having ongoing discussions with senior executives to ensure the
representative structures are working and are meaningful. • The creation of a Student
Partnership Agreement (that is underpinned by policy?) between the University and the
Student Association/wider student body would be very helpful and would provide a guide
for all academic and professional staff as to the expectations. This could be underpinned by
some guidelines/toolkit as to how to gather, implement and feedback on the student voice
in all aspects of the University. • Universities facilitating and allowing reps to have access to
the students that they represent
Q4: All student voices: What can universities do to encourage representation of all
student voices?
• Create the mechanisms that allow all students to be aware of and be able to provide
feedback to the University through a variety of means (through a Rep, an online mechanism,
through a committee, to their academics, professional staff – etc.) • Senior Executive of the
University need to provide institutional support to the Student Association to allow them to
be effective and be able to create mechanisms to collect the voice and feedback from all
student groups and minorities (SA’s often have collectives established that capture these
groups. The provision of financial and other support for student reps in the SA is important •
Providing targeted communications and partnership with minority groups (online, postgrad, indigenous etc. – esp. those that may be less inclined to engage) • The creation of a
Student Partnership Agreement between the University and the Student Association as
discussed above • Creating a culture of student partnership that is weaved into all parts of
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the student experience from day one – so that students feel as if having a say and providing
input is a normal part of their experience
Q5: A national partnership culture: On a national level what should the sector be doing to
further a partnership culture?
• The creation of a national entity that can provide support to the sector on developing
student partnership/voice models, best practice, training and support • A national
framework on student partnership/voice that is then endorsed by institutions is critical •
Getting some of the national groups together to discuss – Group of 8/IRU/UA also NUS •
How do we build culture across the University sector?
Q6: Identity of respondent: If you are happy to do so it would assist me if you would
confirm who is providing these responses. This information is so I can establish whether
responses are from different institutions/agencies and whether they are from different
types of stakeholder within a particular institution/agency. I will not disclose the identity
of any respondent in any report of the information provided to me.
Name removed
Q7: Is there anything else you wish to add?
Keep up the great work Sally and team! We are right behind you ;-)

Response 30
Q1: Opportunities: What opportunities should universities be providing for students to
participate in decision making in their institutions?
I think that universities should adopt a range of initiatives that provide students with
opportunities to participate in decision making, but also ones that in the least allow for an
exchange of ideas and solutions on issues that affect students, ranging from elected student
representatives to meaningful course feedback processes. Finding creative ways to include
students in the identification of issues and formulation of solutions at all faculty levels, and
ensuring that there is an incentive for students to participate and that their input is taken
seriously. Specific opportunities could include, to name a few, elected student
representatives, employing students as staff members where possible, providing more
opportunities for students to receive incentives such as payment, course credit, or other
acknowledgement for their contribution.
Q2: Communication and Transparency: How should institutions be communicating with
students about those opportunities and outcomes from engagement?
Student communication is a huge issue across more areas than just communicating
opportunities and outcomes for student partnership, so I think addressing the broader issue
of student communication is the first step. Without good communication infrastructure and
resourcing this part will always be a struggle. Including students in identifying the ways they
would like to be communicated to could be a first step, but without resourcing the
implementation of good communication channels this will always be an issue. Additionally,
communicating these initiatives to staff is central to their success, so that there is not only
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greater awareness across the institution but also an understanding of the purpose and
importance amongst staff more directly involved.
Q3: Student Leadership: How can universities best work with student leaders to develop
and maintain effective student representation?
Providing support and training, ensuring they are involved throughout the process and not
just consulted at the end, supporting them to consult with other students throughout the
process, etc.
Q4: All student voices: What can universities do to encourage representation of all
student voices?
Provide a wide range of opportunities and incentives so that there is relevance to more
students. Student guilds and elected representatives are great but they generally attract a
certain kind of student. Having a range of opportunities that are accessible to more students
and ensuring that these opportunities have appropriate incentives is a good start. Ensuring
students are aware of the value of their contribution will also encourage more students to
speak up.
Q5: A national partnership culture: On a national level what should the sector be doing to
further a partnership culture?
Respondent skipped this question
Q6: Identity of respondent: If you are happy to do so it would assist me if you would
confirm who is providing these responses. This information is so I can establish whether
responses are from different institutions/agencies and whether they are from different
types of stakeholder within a particular institution/agency. I will not disclose the identity
of any respondent in any report of the information provided to me.
Name removed
Q7: Is there anything else you wish to add? Respondent skipped this question

Response 31
Q1: Opportunities: What opportunities should universities be providing for students to
participate in decision making in their institutions?
An incentive of some sort. Students say they are time poor, but if offered something in
return for their time, may see the benefit of participating in decision making processes
around the university. Also if students can feel that their involvement in such processes will
help them to gain employment, this may be a way of engaging them more.
Q2: Communication and Transparency: How should institutions be communicating with
students about those opportunities and outcomes from engagement?
Lectures could engage with students in the very first lectures when majority of students are
present. The unit LMS page could have links for further communication between students
and the opportunities available around the university
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Q3: Student Leadership: How can universities best work with student leaders to develop
and maintain effective student representation?
To be more involved with the clubs and societies around campus. A university leader could
get involved with the clubs or societies and help to be a communication role model and help
direct the societies in a focused and beneficial way.
Q4: All student voices: What can universities do to encourage representation of all
student voices?
The local universities could pull together to communicate and work together to better
represent all students. They could facilitate student groups from within each university to
liaise with those from universities around their own. More voices, networking and sharing
ideas.
Q5: A national partnership culture: On a national level what should the sector be doing to
further a partnership culture?
Respondent skipped this question
Q6: Identity of respondent: If you are happy to do so it would assist me if you would
confirm who is providing these responses. This information is so I can establish whether
responses are from different institutions/agencies and whether they are from different
types of stakeholder within a particular institution/agency. I will not disclose the identity
of any respondent in any report of the information provided to me.
Name removed
Q7: Is there anything else you wish to add?
I think this is a great project, and I hope you can find ways to better engage students with
their educators, their fellow students at other universities both locally, nationally and
internationally.

Response 32
Q1: Opportunities: What opportunities should universities be providing for students to
participate in decision making in their institutions?
Universities should be resourcing Student Unions to have an appropriate number of
democratically elected student representatives to take part in University governance.
Q2: Communication and Transparency: How should institutions be communicating with
students about those opportunities and outcomes from engagement?
Institutions should use their resources to send communications to students about the
benefits of taking part in student representation and the election process. They should also
use these channels to publish the decisions and outcomes of university committees in a
clear and easy to interpret form.
Q3: Student Leadership: How can universities best work with student leaders to develop
and maintain effective student representation?
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Universities should maintain elected student Union representatives on standing committee
and academic board membership lists, as well as providing adequate induction on to these
committees at the beginning of their term.
Q4: All student voices: What can universities do to encourage representation of all
student voices?
Universities can ensure all voices are heard by resourcing student unions to engage with
academic, social and cultural student clubs to ensure their views are considered. They can
also encourage representation of all voices by encouraging all students to take part in the
election process.
Q5: A national partnership culture: On a national level what should the sector be doing to
further a partnership culture?
Nationally, the sector should affiliate and provide support to a national student
representative body. Universities Australia should provide resources to the national body
and involve them in governance to facilitate a national partnership between institutions and
student unions.
Q6: Identity of respondent: If you are happy to do so it would assist me if you would
confirm who is providing these responses. This information is so I can establish whether
responses are from different institutions/agencies and whether they are from different
types of stakeholder within a particular institution/agency. I will not disclose the identity
of any respondent in any report of the information provided to me.
Name removed
Q7: Is there anything else you wish to add? Respondent skipped this question

Response 33
Q1: Opportunities: What opportunities should universities be providing for students to
participate in decision making in their institutions?
Students should be engaged to provide feedback when new policies, procedures and
guidelines are being developed. Having a token student on a high level committee does NOT
provide students with a voice. The power imbalance is too great, this is pure tokenism.
Q2: Communication and Transparency: How should institutions be communicating with
students about those opportunities and outcomes from engagement?
Opportunities should be outlined right from day 1.
Q3: Student Leadership: How can universities best work with student leaders to develop
and maintain effective student representation?
University should provide training in governance procedures - how to run a meeting, how to
set up procedures and processes, how to understand the University Governance structure
and system. Let them know where opportunities exist to play a leadership role.
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Q4: All student voices: What can universities do to encourage representation of all
student voices?
Develop a process whereby student reps can freely communicate with the student cohort to
obtain feedback and then also allow them to close the loop and provide feedback back to
the students.
Q5: A national partnership culture: On a national level what should the sector be doing to
further a partnership culture?
AQF guidelines on student partnerships would be helpful.
Q6: Identity of respondent: If you are happy to do so it would assist me if you would
confirm who is providing these responses. This information is so I can establish whether
responses are from different institutions/agencies and whether they are from different
types of stakeholder within a particular institution/agency. I will not disclose the identity
of any respondent in any report of the information provided to me.
Name removed
Q7: Is there anything else you wish to add? I found the workshop very helpful and I was
very impressed with the amount of student representation present.

Response 34
Q1: Opportunities: What opportunities should universities be providing for students to
participate in decision making in their institutions?
Students should be involved at all levels -School/Faculty/University
Q2: Communication and Transparency: How should institutions be communicating with
students about those opportunities and outcomes from engagement?
Through student announcements/ encouraging staff at school level to spread the word
Q3: Student Leadership: How can universities best work with student leaders to develop
and maintain effective student representation?
The student member of potential member
Q4: All student voices: What can universities do to encourage representation of all
student voices?
Difficult one this - maybe through clubs - in an elected environment sometimes difficult for
minority students to get elected.
Q5: A national partnership culture: On a national level what should the sector be doing to
further a partnership culture?
Help their CV
Q6: Identity of respondent: If you are happy to do so it would assist me if you would
confirm who is providing these responses. This information is so I can establish whether
responses are from different institutions/agencies and whether they are from different
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types of stakeholder within a particular institution/agency. I will not disclose the identity
of any respondent in any report of the information provided to me.
Name removed
Q7: Is there anything else you wish to add? Respondent skipped this question
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Appendix O: webpage
http://studentvoiceaustralia.com/reports/

http://studentvoiceaustralia.com/sallys-blog/
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Appendix P: Facebook page
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Appendix Q: Newsletter 1

Progress on a national framework for
student partnership in university
decision-making and governance
So far we have run two very successful workshops in Sydney and Brisbane involving over 80
participants representing 24 universities and 10 student groups.
The themes which have emerged from the discussions during the workshops and via our
Survey Monkey portal mirror those from our OLT project: Student engagement in university
decision making and governance – towards a more systemically inclusive student voice.
Really exciting is the range of sub themes and ideas that accompany those emerging
themes. It is clear that these themes cannot be viewed as individual silos of activity. Rather
they are seen as underpinning a network of interactions which may frame, promote and
enhance successful partnership between all stakeholders in the higher education sector.
We have had a good online response so far but if there are any points you want to add or
with which you disagree we encourage you to have your say at
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/HQYJH55.
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So far, we can summarise the emerging themes, sub-themes and ideas as follows.
Vision
A clear and committed vision of all members of the university community working together
or co-creating at all levels of the institution is key to the development of a true and effective
culture of partnership. It is important to recognise that students and staff are all members
of the university community and that some members may be both staff and student.
It is important to demonstrate that student representatives are valued through initiatives
such as VCs introducing them to the university community at events such as
commencement. Also important at the outset is spelling out opportunities for engagement
for all students.
Communication
Openness and honesty is essential to building trust between students and university staff.
This trust is necessary to encourage all members to work together.
Communication is vital at all levels. Available resources may be used but there is also a need
to investigate how best to communicate with different student cohorts. Student leaders,
clubs and organisations and existing student networks can assist greatly in this, for example
for advice on the media students are using, including online and distance students.
It is important that students can see that their voice counts. Transparency around how
decisions are made is a key element of effective partnership, together with communication
with students regarding outcomes of their input and their engagement in working together.
Success stories of situations in which the university and students have worked together on
resolution of issues should be shared.
Opportunities
Students may be engaged in all areas and at all levels of decision-making from the beginning
of their university careers. Staff and student organisations could work together to make
opportunities for engagement clear from the outset.
The inclusion of students in all university projects, or co-creation, from the start of the idea
is desirable. Involving students in the identification of issues and working together towards
solutions is recognised as important.
It would be good for universities to conduct an audit of all student engagement within their
institutions to identify the gaps, challenges and opportunities, and to share the results of
that audit with students.
A course representative system is seen as key to laying the foundation for partnership. It
builds expertise and confidence across a wide base of students. This engagement between
academics and students across the university encourages ongoing dialogue towards course
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enhancement. It also enables the professional development of students for their taking
representative positions on faculty and university bodies.
Training and support
Training and support for student representatives is essential and this could include
mentoring by senior university executives. University staff and student bodies working
together on training and support is a partnership function as well as helping to build a
partnership ethos.
Because of the nature of student bodies with their transient officers, it is desirable that they
have professional support to assist transition and knowledge transfer from year to year.
There is an argument for student bodies to refocus, away from factional politics towards
working in partnership within their universities for the common good.
Capturing every student’s voice
Universities need to recognise the difference between representing and being
representative. It is important to support opportunity for all students to be heard and their
views to be promoted by their representatives.
Incentives
There is a need to consider a coherent scheme for recognition of student engagement which
demonstrates that all forms of engagement and representation are valued. This could be
achieved through an infrastructure for reward and recognition such as academic credit,
payment, specific awards and internships to recognise student representative activities.
National framework
Sustainability and strengthening of a partnership culture would be greatly assisted by a
national presence supported by the sector. Consideration of the form this should take
should be a priority. Its functions could include a website that can be used to share
information, good practice and resources, and support collaboration; a national conference
engaging students and institutions to promote best practice sharing and problem solving;
and national support for training.
There could be national education sector awards for student partnership achievements such
as those hosted by sparqs in Scotland.

Sally Varnham
17 May 2017
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Appendix R: Newsletter 2

Progress on a national framework for
student partnership in university
decision-making and governance
Newsletter No. 2
We have completed workshops in Sydney, Brisbane, Adelaide, Melbourne and Perth
involving around 250 participants representing 37 institutions and a significant number of
student groups.
The themes which have emerged from the discussions during the workshops and via our
Survey Monkey portal continue to mirror those from our OLT project: Student engagement
in university decision making and governance – towards a more systemically inclusive
student voice. At the same time the discussion is developing specific context for the
Australian higher education sector.
The range of sub themes and ideas that accompany those emerging themes is being
reinforced and capturing some new perspectives.
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Online responses are continuing to come in. If there are any points you want to add or with
which you disagree we encourage you to have your say at
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/HQYJH55.

What participants have said
The themes, sub-themes and ideas we have collected so far are as follows.
Vision
It is essential for there to be a clear understanding of ‘partnership’ as a process of student
engagement which has at its core staff and students working together to foster
enhancement of student learning and teaching, and the student experience.
At the heart of student partnership is a commitment of all members of the university
community working together or co-creating at all levels of the institution in a spirit of
cooperation and mutual respect, where the voice of students is valued and opportunities for
student input are promoted to and understood by all students. Partnership means all parties
working together from the outset through ideas and towards solutions.
The institution needs to report the outcomes of student partnership back to all
stakeholders.
Students need to actively embrace partnership opportunities, to commit to promoting
sustainable student representation through supporting effective knowledge management
and transfer between representatives.
While there is a place for politics in student representation, student partnership requires a
professional approach that transcends differing political ideologies and promotes the
recognition of the needs and interests of different student cohorts.
Student cohorts are diverse, embracing traditional fulltime undergraduate school leavers
through to mature age part-time, post graduate, online, Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander, and international students.
Staff, encompass academic, professional and management groups as well as many other
support roles. Support and management roles include roles directly involved in student
engagement.
The divide between student and staff is blurred with many staff engaging in further studies
and students engaging in part time or casual work within universities. Student cohorts are
transient and student representatives change regularly. Whatever their role or position, all
are members of the university and have valuable perspectives to offer.
Just as student cohorts are diverse, so are Australia’s universities.
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These factors mean that principles of student partnership need to be flexible to
accommodate differences and robust enough to embrace the needs of diverse stakeholders.
At the same time there is a need to leverage the expertise held by the stakeholder groups
within universities.
Communication
Openness and honesty is essential to building trust between students and university staff.
This trust is necessary to encourage all members to work together.
Communication is vital at all levels. Existing resources are useful but there is also a need to
investigate how best to communicate with different student cohorts by asking students
what works best for them. Student leaders, clubs and organisations and existing student
networks can assist greatly in this, for example for advice on the media students are using,
including online and distance students.
It is important that students can see that their voice counts. Transparency around how
decisions are made is a key element of effective partnership, together with communication
with students regarding outcomes of their input and their engagement in working together.
Success stories of situations in which the university and students have worked together on
resolution of issues should be shared.
Senior university managers need to come to where the students are regularly so they can
engage directly with different student cohorts.
Opportunities
Students should be engaged in all areas and at all levels of decision-making from the
beginning of their university careers. Staff and student organisations should work
together to make opportunities for engagement clear from the outset.
In any university decision making, involving students from the beginning in the identification
of issues and ideas and working together towards solutions is recognised as important. The
inclusion of students in all university projects, or co-creation, from the start of the idea has
been strongly recommended.
It would be useful for all universities to conduct an audit of student engagement within their
institutions to identify the gaps, challenges and opportunities, and to share the results of
that audit with students. Students need to be involved in defining where and how student
voice is articulated.
Some universities are engaging with students in project based partnerships which provide a
particular opportunity for all to work together in identifying problems, needs or
opportunities and working together on solutions.
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Universities need to recognise the student voice as a mature and professional voice that
with appropriate training and support is equal to the task of respectfully and responsibly
contributing to university decision-making and governance.
Course representative system
A course/year or subject representative system (or equivalent) is seen as key to laying the
foundation for partnership. It builds expertise and confidence across a wide base of
students.
This engagement between academics and students across the university encourages
ongoing dialogue towards course enhancement. It also enables the professional
development of students for their taking representative positions on faculty and university
bodies.
Training and support
Training and support for student representatives is essential. Mentoring by senior
university executives and existing student representatives is recommended. University
staff and student bodies working together on training and support is a partnership
function as well as helping to build a partnership ethos.
Because of the nature of student bodies with their transient officers, it is desirable that they
have professional support to assist transition and knowledge transfer from year to year.
Student representatives need to commit to supporting knowledge management and
participate in knowledge transfer to incoming representatives.
Ensuring that student representatives do not all change at the one time provides an
opportunity to secure knowledge within the leadership group.
Capturing every student’s voice
A key principal of authentic student partnership in decision making is ensuring that every
student has opportunity to present their views on issues that affect them.
There will be situations where students are provided with precisely that opportunity but
clearly if every student were to participate in every decision, decision making would grind to
a halt. The role of the representative is to gather opinion so that they can fairly stand in the
stead of all students in decision making processes.
Universities need to recognise the difference between representing and being
representative. It is important to support opportunity for all students to be heard and their
views to be promoted by their representatives. Student representatives should not be
perceived as representing certain groups. Student cohorts are heterogeneous and for many
issues different groups within the student body may well hold different views.
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The role of student representatives is to represent their fellow students to the extent the
impact of the issue under consideration is likely to have on the student community as a
whole. This should include the particular impact the issue may have on specific groups.
Decisions have to be made in circumstances where there may be a range of conflicting views
as to the best course of action. Reaching a decision requires a careful evaluation of as many
views as possible and the consequences of pursuing one particular course of action over
another. Student representatives are charged with the responsibility of ensuring that they
understand the various perspectives of the student body as a whole. The well-prepared
student representative is able to articulate specific concerns so that they can be taken into
consideration into the decision- making process.
Incentives
There is a need for a coherent scheme for recognition of student engagement which
demonstrates that all forms of engagement and representation are valued.
The considerable time that students invest in representative activities needs to be
recognised. This could be achieved through an infrastructure for reward and recognition
such as academic credit, payment, specific awards and internships to recognise student
representative activities.
Students value having their efforts recognised. The outcomes produced through student
partnerships need to be reported and celebrated. They need to know how their voice has
been taken into account in the final decision making and the reasons for the decision.
Students value seeing their ideas become projects that are successfully completed.
National framework
Sustainability and strengthening of a partnership culture would be greatly assisted by a
national presence supported by the sector.
Consideration of the form this should take should be a priority. Its functions should include a
website that can be used to share information, good practice and resources, and support
collaboration; a national conference engaging students and institutions to promote best
practice sharing and problem solving; and national support for training.
National education sector awards for student partnership achievements such as those
hosted by sparqs in Scotland would assist in demonstrating sector wide commitment to
student partnership.
Sally Varnham
27 June 2017
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Appendix S: Principles and Framework
Creating a National Framework for Student Partnership
in University Decision-Making and Governance

Principles
Professor Sally Varnham
National Senior Teaching Fellow
September 2017

Support for this activity has been provided by the Australian Government Department of Education and
Training. The views expressed in this activity do not necessarily reflect the views of the Australian Government
Department of Education and Training
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Creating a National Framework for Student
Partnership in University Decision-making and
Governance: Principles
A National Senior Teaching Fellowship awarded to Professor Sally Varnham enabled her to
conduct a national collaboration. This exercise aimed to develop a set of principles and a
framework to facilitate and support student partnership in tertiary institutions and in the
sector in Australia.
The activities were:
4

A series of workshops in which there was participation from 43 organisations and
around 300 higher education staff, student leaders and students’ associations and
agency representatives.
5 Input from workshop groups at a range of conferences with a wide diversity of
participants;
6 Presentations at conferences conducted as conversations with groups of students; and
presentations to specific groups within universities, for example, Academic Boards, and
Learning and Teaching groups. These all involved significant audience interaction and
discussion.
The outcome of this sector wide input has been developed into this series of principles.
These principles articulate both the will, and the means for the Australian higher education
sector to move forward to embrace student voice in decision-making and governance in
institutions and to develop a culture of student partnership in the sector generally.
These principles are intended to support an expectation of institutional development of a
strategy of student engagement across the broad spectrum of an institution’s operations,
from learning and teaching to direction and strategy.
The principles and framework provide aspiration and guidance for institutions.
Consequently, they are presented in a format providing stepped levels of detail and
accompanied by ideas for facilitation which emerged from wide collaboration input.
It is important to recognise the diversity of the Australian sector and its students and for
any principles to be sufficiently wide so as to enable facilitation of student partnership
processes by institutions which suit their particular characteristics.
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The Principles (short form)
Principle 1: Building authentic partnerships
Tertiary education institutions, staff and students should work together as partners at all
levels of decision-making and governance for the enhancement of quality of learning and
teaching, the student experience and outcomes for students. Institutions should create and
promote a culture of partnership which is supported by all members of the institution’s
community.

Principle 2: Communication – honesty and transparency
Transparency and honesty on the part of institutions, staff and students are essential to
building trust. An open and trustful relationship is necessary to encourage all members of
the institution to work together.

Principle 3: Strong Student leadership
Strong student leadership plays a critical role in developing partnership nationally and
within institutions. Student leaders play key roles in providing professional representation of
student interests. Effective knowledge management, transfer and handover between
outgoing and incoming leaders is crucial.

Principle 4: Training and Support – as a partnership
Appropriate training and support is vital to enabling students to participate professionally
and effectively in decision making and governance. This function is a joint responsibility of
both staff and students and requires appropriate resourcing. Support should also be
available to staff to assist their partnership with students.

Principle 5: Every student’s voice – diversity and inclusivity
Systems for engagement should provide opportunities for every student to present views on
issues that affect them. It is important that institutions consider processes for incorporating
the voice of underrepresented student groups in the diverse Australian sector.

Principle 6: Valuing student voice- recognition of formal and
informal engagement
All forms of engagement and representation should be valued. The difference students
make to institutional decision-making and governance, the quality of learning and teaching
and the student experience and outcomes should be clear. Institutions should consider
coherent schemes for recognition of student engagement.
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Principle 7: A National Presence- for facilitation and support
A national presence supported by the sector is needed to sustain and strengthen the culture
of partnership to support and build capacity in tertiary institutions, staff and students.

The Principles (long form)
Principle 1: Building authentic partnerships
Tertiary education institutions, staff and students should work together as partners at all
levels of decision-making and governance for the enhancement of quality of learning and
teaching, the student experience and outcomes for students. Institutions should create and
promote a culture of partnership which is supported by all members of the institution’s
community.
1.1

A clear understanding of ‘partnership’ is essential. It is a process of student
engagement which has at its core staff and students working together in all aspects
of an institution’s operations, to foster enhancement of student learning and
teaching, and the student experience. It requires:





The engagement of students in all areas both formally and informally from
the beginning of their tertiary education careers.
Staff and student organisations working together to make opportunities for
engagement clear to all students.
The involvement of students in defining where and how student voice is
articulated.
Institutions working with students from the beginning of a decision-making
process, to identify issues and to reach decisions on solutions, strategy and
direction.

Principle 2: Communication – honesty and transparency
Transparency and honesty on the part of institutions, staff and students are essential to
building trust. An open and trustful relationship is necessary to encourage all members of
the institution to work together.

2.1

Institutions should work with students to determine the most effective means of
communicating with different cohorts of students in changing technological and
physical environments. It would be beneficial for senior managers to come to where
the students are regularly so they can engage directly with different student cohorts.
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2.2

Students need to be provided with access to all information and data required to
enable them to effectively participate in decision-making and governance activities.

2.3 It is important that students can see that their voice counts. Transparency around how
decisions are made is a key element of effective partnership. This requires also
communication with students regarding the outcomes of their input and their
engagement in working together.
2.4

Success stories of situations in which the institution and students have worked
together on resolution of issues should be shared.

Principle 3: Strong Student leadership
Strong student leadership plays a critical role in developing partnership nationally and
within institutions. Student leaders play key roles in providing professional representation of
student interests. Effective knowledge management, transfer and handover between
outgoing and incoming leaders is crucial.
6.1

Institutions are encouraged to recognise and acknowledge the student voice as
mature and professional which with appropriate training and support is equal to the
task of contributing respectfully and responsibly to institutional decision-making and
governance.

6.2

Student leaders and representatives need to commit to supporting knowledge
management and participate in knowledge transfer to incoming representatives.

3.3

Having processes which ensure that student leaders and representatives do not all
change at the one time provides an opportunity to secure knowledge within the
leadership and representative group.

Principle 4: Training and Support – as a partnership
Appropriate training and support is vital to enabling students to participate professionally
and effectively in decision making and governance. This function is a joint responsibility of
both staff and students and requires appropriate resourcing. Support should also be
available to staff in assist their partnership with students.

4.1

A course/year or subject representative system (or equivalent) is an important means
of laying the foundation for partnership by helping to build expertise and confidence
across a wide base of students.

4.2

Mentoring by senior executives and existing student representatives is recommended.
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4.3

Institution staff and student bodies working together on training and support is a
partnership function as well as helping to build a partnership ethos. Staff and students
should together develop a system whereby student bodies are provided with
resources to enable them to perform this function effectively and efficiently.

4.4

Student leaders and representatives within an institution comprise a group which
requires cohesion and oversight in terms of training and support. This includes leaders
of student bodies such as student association/union and guild executives, students on
representative councils and student representatives on faculty and
university/institution boards and committees and other institution bodies.

4.5

Because student bodies typically have transient officers, it is desirable for their offices
to have professional support to assist transition and knowledge transfer from year to
year.

Principle 5: Every student’s voice – diversity and inclusivity
Systems for engagement should provide opportunities for every student to present views on
issues that affect them. It is important that institutions consider processes for incorporating
the voice of underrepresented student groups in the diverse Australian sector.

5.1

Institutions need to recognise the difference between representing and being
representative. It is important to support opportunity for all students to be heard and
their views to be promoted by their representatives.

5.2

Student representatives should see their role as to gather opinion so that they can
fairly stand in the stead of all students in decision making processes.

5.2.1 Student representatives should not be perceived as representing certain groups.
Student cohorts are heterogeneous and different groups within the student body may
well hold different views for many issues. The role of student representatives is to
represent their fellow students to the extent the impact of the issue under
consideration is likely to have on the student community. This should include the
impact the issue may have on specific groups.

Principle 6: Valuing student voice- recognition of formal and
informal engagement
All forms of engagement and representation should be valued. The difference students
make to institutional decision-making and governance, the quality of learning and teaching
and the student experience and outcomes should be clear. Institutions should consider
coherent schemes for recognition of student engagement.
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6.1

The considerable time that students invest in representative activities should be
formally and tangibly recognised.

6.2

Students value having their efforts recognised and the best way is the reporting and
celebration of the outcomes produced through student partnerships.

Principle 7: A National Presence- for facilitation and support
A national presence supported by the sector is needed to sustain and strengthen the culture
of partnership to support and build capacity in tertiary institutions, staff and students.
7.1

Functions of the national presence could include:
development of policy and national processes to support the development of
partnership;
a website that can be used to share information, good practice and resources, and
support collaboration;
a national conference engaging students and institutions to promote best practice
sharing and problem solving;
and national support for training.

7.2

National education sector awards for celebrating student partnership achievements
would assist in demonstrating sector wide commitment to student partnership.

Putting the principles into practice – tips and
observations
The points below have been developed from input from the wide range of members of the
tertiary sector who attended the collaborative workshops, presentations and workshops at
conferences and other events including by invitation at specific universities
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Principle 1: Building authentic partnerships
Tertiary education institutions, staff and students should work together as partners at all
levels of decision-making and governance for the enhancement of quality of learning and
teaching, the student experience and
outcomes for students. Institutions
“Universities are the students
should create and promote a culture of
and the students are the
partnership which is supported by all
university”.
members of the institution’s community.
1.15

At the heart of student
partnership is a commitment
of all members of the institutional community working together or co-creating at
all levels of the institution in a spirit of cooperation and mutual respect, where
the voice of students is valued and opportunities for student input are promoted
to and understood by all students.

1.16

It needs to be recognised as a relationship where all involved are actively engaged
and stand to gain from the process of working together. It is to be distinguished
from listening to or consulting with students. It can include all levels of an
Institution’s operations, from learning and teaching to strategy, direction and
governance.

1.17

Partnership means all parties working together from the outset through ideas and
towards solutions. Involving students from the beginning of decision making, in
the identification of issues and ideas and working together towards outcomes is
recognised as important. The inclusion of students in all projects, or co-creation,
from the start of the idea is strongly recommended.

“Ask students’ what is
their lived experience at
the uni? What is
working? What
challenges are they
experiencing?’”

1.20

1.18 Some institutions are engaging with
students in project based partnerships which
provide opportunity for all to work together in
identifying problems, needs or opportunities
and working together on solutions.
1.19 The institution needs to report the
outcomes of student partnership back to all
stakeholders.

It is important that students actively embrace partnership opportunities, and
commit to promoting sustainable student representation through supporting
effective knowledge management and transfer between representatives.
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1.21

While there is a place for politics in student representation, student partnership
requires a professional approach that transcends differing political ideologies and
promotes the recognition of the needs and interests of different student cohorts.

1.22

Australia’s tertiary sector is characterised by diversity. In considering
representation it is important to recognise that student cohorts are wide ranging,
embracing traditional fulltime undergraduate school leavers through to mature
age part-time, post graduate, online, Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander, and
international students Institutions need to develop effective and appropriate
processes with this diversity uppermost.

1.23

Just as student cohorts are diverse, so are Australia’s higher and further
education institutions. These factors mean that principles of student partnership
need to be flexible to accommodate differences and robust enough to embrace
the needs of diverse stakeholders. At the same time, there is a need to leverage
the expertise held by the stakeholder groups within institutions.

1.24

Staff encompasses academic, professional and management groups as well as
many other support roles. Support and management roles include direct
functions of student engagement.

1.10.1 The divide between student and staff is blurred with many staff engaging in
further studies and students engaging in part time or casual work within
institutions. Student cohorts are transient and student representatives change
regularly. Whatever their role or position, all are members of the institution and
have valuable perspectives to offer.
1.25

Engagement between academics and students across the institution, beginning
with a system for course/class or year representation encourages ongoing
dialogue towards course enhancement. It also enables the professional
development of a wide range
and number of students for
“policy, practice, procedures,
their taking representative
curriculum, built environment,
positions on faculty and
amenities... procedures in place at
institutional bodies. Several
topic, course, school, faculty level
institutions have initiated
to give students a foot in the door
such systems, together with
in institutional representation”
forming Staff/Student Liaison
bodies.
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1.12 It would be valuable for institutions to work in partnership with student
representative bodies to carry out an audit to identify what opportunities for student
engagement in decision making they provide and where there are gaps and challenges
that need to be addressed.
1.13 Institutions are encouraged to develop a student partnership agreement with their
students.

Principle 2: Communication – honesty and transparency
Transparency and honesty on the part of institutions, staff and students are essential to
building trust. An open and trustful relationship is necessary to encourage all members of
the institution to work together.
2.1

2.2

Communication is vital at all levels. Ideally this should include communication from
the institution as to the opportunities available for student representation and
partnership, communication during decision
making processes being undertaken at the
“Part of the sales pitch before
institution, and communication of the outcome
students even choose to come
to university. Set the
of these processes including the impact of
expectation
that this is how we
students’ views on the decisions and solutions.

do things. The effect of student
partnership needs to be visible”.

Increasing the visibility of student leaders and
representatives to the institution’s community is
important to assist and encourage all students to
become involved, particularly those who may not normally be interested. Some
examples are: the institution’s senior management introducing student leaders at
commencement and orientation;
dedicated spaces for networking
“Empower student organisations to
accessible to the student community;
run campaigns regarding
student advisory forums targeted to
opportunities for regular students to
identify issues and involve all in
be involved in decision making
reaching solutions; having a pool of
opportunities and empowering
paid student casual ambassadors and
student associations to create
student project offers; a webpage
support structures for student clubs
dedicated to student partnership
to engage with opportunities”
opportunities; places online and on
campus to advertise roles and
opportunities for further professional
development to work towards
leadership positions.
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2.3

Existing resources are useful but there is also a need to investigate how best to
communicate with different student cohorts by asking students what works best for
them. Student leaders, clubs and organisations and existing student networks can
assist greatly in this, for example for advice on
the media students are using, including online
and distance students.

“Addressing the broader issue
of student communication is
the first step… including
students in identifying how
they like to be communicated
with… but good communication

2.4
Websites need to be up to date,
comprehensive and user friendly so information
can be accessed readily.

channels need resourcing”

Principle 3: Strong Student leadership
Strong student leadership plays a critical role in developing partnership nationally and
within institutions. Student leaders play key roles in providing professional representation of
student interests. Effective knowledge management, transfer and handover between
outgoing and incoming leaders is crucial.
3.1

Mentoring and support can be provided by experienced representatives and
dedicated support officers. These roles can be beneficial in providing continuity
between different cohorts of student leaders.

3.2

Institutional management can also provide valuable mentoring and guidance for
student representatives.

3.3

For student organisations to establish ‘ownership’ as partners with institutions, it is
essential that they implement effective and efficient processes for
changeovers including knowledge transfer to new officers. Ideally there
should be a permanent employee within student organisations to oversee
this process.

“Need to
position
student
leadership”

Principle 4: Training and Support –
as a partnership

“Celebrate the
wins a bit
more. There’s a
lot going on”
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Appropriate training and support is vital to enabling students to participate professionally
and effectively in decision making and governance. This function is a joint responsibility of
both staff and students and requires appropriate resourcing. Support should also be
available to staff to assist their partnership with students.
“Course representatives should
form the foundation stone of
developing student leaders.
Having a system in place that
trains and encourages this
student representation widens
the pool of student advocates”

4.1

Specific training courses and tools can be used to
prepare students for general representative roles
with the level of complexity developing as roles
become more sophisticated.

4.2

Professional training providers can be used to
prepare students for roles such as directorships.

4.3

Training and support for student representation and leadership nationally and within
institutions should ideally be undertaken as a partnership exercise between the
institution and students.
“Need to position
student leadership”

Principle 5: Every student’s voice – diversity and inclusivity
Systems for engagement should provide opportunities for every student to present views on
issues that affect them. It is important that institutions consider processes for incorporating
the voice of underrepresented student groups in the diverse Australian sector.
5.1

Specific to the differing character and needs of different institutions and student
cohorts, it would be valuable for institutions to develop processes to enable the
range of student representatives to have access to all students so that student input
can be gathered.

5.2

This access could include the
wide publication of issues affecting
institutions and students and were possible
engage students towards solutions and
outcomes.

“Develop a process whereby student reps can
freely communicate with the student cohort to
obtain feedback and then all allow them to
close the loop and provide feedback back to
the students”.

“We have to be careful how we use the word ‘representation’
and seek instead diversity of perspectives. I wanted student
voice from different angles, and I want to just go out to cafes
and find their views, and also [I] worked with student services
who are very connected to students’ views”
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5.3

Representatives need to be supported to enable them to engage with diverse
student cohorts both on and off campus.

“Go to student activities –
meet students talk to students,
make collegial connections”

Principle 6: Valuing student voice- recognition of formal and
informal engagement
All forms of engagement and representation should be valued. The difference students
make to institutional decision-making and governance, the quality of learning and teaching
and the student experience and outcomes should be clear. Institutions should consider
coherent schemes for recognition of student engagement.
6.1

There is currently across the sector a variety of means by which the different forms
of student engagement are recognised in institutions. There is much to be gained
from networking and collaboration between institutions to consider the most
appropriate forms this recognition may
take within the different bodies.

6.2

These means of reward and recognition
in individual institutions should be
included within an infrastructure
formulated by all members of the
institution in partnership. Where
appropriate these may include
academic credit, payment, specific
awards and transcript recognition, and
internships to recognise student
representative activities.

6.3

Opportunities exist to build representative and leadership experiences into specific
units of study.

“Nationally the sector should
affiliate and provide support to a
national student representative
body. Universities Australia
should provide resources to the
national body and involve them
in governance to facilitate a
national partnership between
institutions and student unions”
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Principle 7: A National Presence- for facilitation and support
A national presence supported by the sector is needed to sustain and strengthen the culture
of partnership to support and build capacity in tertiary institutions, staff and students.
7.1

An effective national presence needs to represent the interests of institutions, student
groups and sector agencies and provides opportunity to coordinate resources needed
to develop partnership throughout the sector.

7.2

Ideally such a presence should be a partnership between the various sector bodies,
including (but not exclusive) the Tertiary Education Quality and Standards Authority
(TEQSA), Australian Skills Quality Authority (ASQA) and state equivalent bodies,
Universities Australia (UA), Department of Education and Training (Cth), National
Union of Students (NUS), Council of Australian Postgraduate Associations (CAPA),
Council for International Students Australia (CISA) and National Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander Association (NATSIPA). Ideally any such presence would be
supported not only by these bodies, but by all Australian institutions.

7.3

This presence would provide a valuable vehicle for the sharing of experiences and
best practice which are important aspects of facilitating, strengthening and
sustaining partnership.

“Identify best practice.
Create a suite of
practical tools to
support partnerships”

A potential name and logo for such an entity has been imagined as part of the fellowship
activities:
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The proposed logo reflects the process of building partnerships through engaging with the
identified principles while embracing diversity. The steps reflect the process of all members
of tertiary institutions stepping up to the challenge of engaging through partnership. The
stepwise principles depicted in the logo below comprise a framework for building successful
partnerships.
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Appendix T: Presentation Universities Australia
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Appendix U: Presentation for UNE and UoW
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Appendix V: ISANA presentation
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Appendix W: Initiative sharing booklet

http://studentvoiceaustralia.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/symposiuminitiaitves-session-without-appendices.compressed.pdf
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Appendix X: Toolkit

http://studentvoiceaustralia.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/12/toolkit261117.compressed-1.pdf
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Appendix Y: Final Brochure
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